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Preface 
 
Since three years the Semantic Ambient Media Experience (SAME) workshop series 
attracts delegates and presenters from many fields including education, business, 
government, technology, and media to discuss and shape ambient media. As the 
SAME workshop series is a think-tank for creative thinkers, it’s a special workshop 
format which aims at team-work and working together on envisioning the future of 
ambient media. This year’s call for position papers led to 10 submissions 
contributions, where 8 papers were accepted and published after a thorough double-
blind review process. Therefore we especially would like to express our gratitude to 
our programme committee for helping in conducting the review process of the 
submissions – namely: Radu-Daniel Vatavu, Richard Chbeir, Zhiwen Yu, Shu-Ching 
Chen, M. Anwar Hossain, Moyen Mustaquim, Heiko Schuldt, Guillermo Talavera, 
Pablo Cesar, Sofia Tsekeridou, Mark Billinghurst, and Stephen Gilroy. 
 
The SAME workshop series led to the establishment of the Ambient Media 
Association (AMEA), where several workshop results and outcomes can be found 
online (www.ambientmediaassociation). In previous years, the workshop resulted in 
three special issues published by Springer-Verlag, Multimedia Tools and 
Appications. 
 
SAME took place in 2008 in conjunction with ACM Multimedia 2008 in Vancouver, 
Canada; in 2009 in conjunction with AmI 2009 in Salzburg, Austria; in 2010 in 
conjunction with AmI 2010 in Malaga, Spain; in 2011 in conjunction with 
Communities and Technologies 2011 in Brisbane, Australia; and this year’s edition in 
conjunction with Pervasive 2012 in Newcastle, UK. 
 
The workshop organizers present you a fascinating crossover of latest cutting edge 
views on the topic of ambient media, and hope you will be enjoying the reading. We 
also would like to thank all the contributors, as only with their enthusiasm the 
workshop can become a success. At least we would like to thank the lovely 
organizing team of Pervasive 2012, with the help in the organizational aspects of the 
workshop. 
 
 
 
 
Artur Lugmayr                                                                               Newcastle, UK, 2012 
Thomas Risse 
Bjoern Stockleben 
Juha Kaario 
Bogdan Pogorelc 
Estefanía Serral Asensio 
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Call for Papers 
 

CALL FOR PAPERS 
 

SAME 2012 – 5th International Workshop on Semantic Ambient Media Experience 
(SAME 2012) 

The Seventh Sense! Feel, Touch, Listen, Smell – Unobtrusive Semantic Ambient No-
Screen Media 

 
18th June 2012 

in conjunction with Pervasive 2012 
Newcastle, UK 

 
http://www.ambientmediaassociation.org/same2012 

 
Special Theme 2012: Unobtrusive Semantic Ambient Media Beyond the Screen and 

Pixels 
 

Creating the business value, vision, media theories and technology for ambient media 
 
SAME 2012  
 
The medium is the message! In the age of ubiquitous and pervasive computation, where the 
information through a distributed interlinked network of devices, the question, “what is 
content in the age of ambient media?” becomes more and more of importance.  

Ambient media are embedded throughout the natural environment of the consumer – in his 
home, in his car, in restaurants, and on his mobile device. Predominant example services 
are smart wallpapers in homes, location based services, RFID based entertainment services 
for children, or intelligent homes. Today the screen – touchscreen, mobile phone displays, or 
LCD displays seem to be the main modality for consuming and interacting with media. 
However, the main challenge for ambient media is to ‘render’ the digital world in the natural 
environment, augment the world around us, and to bring the digital world into the real 
physical world.  

The plethora of interactivity becomes a modality for connecting the physical world to the 
digital overlay and an interaction with physical objects triggering actions in the digital domain. 
Today, the main device for interaction is the screen and the display – what about no-screen, 
no-keyboard, no-mouse media? Current developments as e.g. fluid interfaces, displays 
beyond mobile phone and PC screens, gadgets for gaming, and outside media products 
show us that no-screen, no-keyboard, and no-mouse media are possible. 

The distribution of the medium throughout the natural environment implies a paradigm 
change of how to think about content. Until recently, content was identified as single entities 
to information – a video stream, audio stream, TV broadcast and a screen as display device. 
However, in the age of ambient media, the notion of content extends from the single entity 
thinking towards a plethora of sensor networks, smart devices, personalized services, and 
media embedded in the natural environment of the user. New technologies render traditional 
screen, keyboard, and mouse concepts obsolete. The user actively participates and co-
designs media experience with his location based input. Initiatives as the smart Web 
considering location-based tagging for web-pages underline this development. Within the 
scope of this workshop we solely focus on no-screen, no-keyboard, no-mouse based 
semantic media applications; semantic media applications that can be touched, listened to, 
felt, smelt.  
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WORKSHOP CHALLENGES 
 
The workshop aims at answering the following questions for applications, methods, 
techniques, and installations that follow the no-screen, no-keyboard, and no-mouse device 
idea: 

 How to select, compose, and generate ambient content including a no-screen 
concept?  

 How to present ambient content with no-screens? 
 How to re-use ambient content and learning experiences without utilizing screens or 

traditional I/O devices? 
 What are the characteristics of ambient media, its content, and technology when 

traditional I/O devices are not utilized? 
 How can sensor data be interpreted and intelligently mined? 
 How can collaborative or audience participatory content be supported? 
 How can existing media such as TV, home entertainment, cinema extended by 

ambient media? 
 What are ambient media in terms of story-telling and art that do not use screens? 
 How do ambient media create business and value and how can ambient media be 

integrated into business processes and strategies?  
 Which methods for experience design, prototyping, and business models exist? 
 What is interactivity between the single consumers and consumer groups in the 

ambient context? 
 
TOPICS OF INTEREST 
 
The following (and related) topics are within the scope of this workshop and shall act as 
examples: 

 No-screen, no-keyboard, no-mouse gadgets, devices, and hardware 
 No-screen applications, services, artistic installations, and cases 
 No-screen application areas: eCommerce, gaming, social media, traditional media, 

eLearning, etc. 
 Interactive storytelling, narrations, and interactive advertising 
 Interaction models, consumer experience, and usability 
 Unobtrusive semantic ambient media 
 Algorithms, methods, and techniques supporting no-screen ambient media 
 Business processes, value-creation, and opportunities of no-screen ambient media 
 Semantics, and intelligence of ambient content in daily objects not utilizing screen, 

keyboard, and mouse 
 Mobile and stationary sensor data collection and interpretation algorithms and 

techniques 
 Context awareness and collection and context aware composition/selection 
 Creation and maintenance of meta-information including metadata and data 

management 
 Ambient and mobile social networks, user generated content, and co-creation of 

content and products 
 Characteristics of no-screen ambient media, its content, and technological platforms 
 No-screen ambient content creation techniques, asset management, and 

programming ambient media 
 Algorithms and techniques for semantic sensor data interpretation supporting no-

screen media 
 Applications and services, including ambient games, art and leisure content in 

specific contexts 
 Personalization, user models, multimodal interaction, smart user interfaces, and 

universal access 
 Experience design, usability, audience research, ethnography, user studies, and 

interface design 
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 Business models, marketing studies, media economics, and ‘x’-commerce of no-
screen media 

 Ambient no-screen, no-keyboard, no-mouse interfaces (touch, gesture, haptics, 
biometrics) 

 Management of information, knowledge and sapience in the context of semantic no-
screen ambient media 

 Methods for context awareness, sensor networks, and sensor data mining 
 Semantic data mining and text mining for no-screen media 
 Semantic models, semantic interpretation for no-screen ambient media presentation 
 Personalization and methods for locative no-screen media in the wild 

 
We are also aiming at multidisciplinary, highly future oriented submissions that help to 
develop the ambient media form for entertainment services, such as: 

 Case-studies (successful, and especially unsuccessful ones) 
 Oral presentation of fresh and innovative ideas 
 Artistic installations and running system prototypes 
 User-experience studies and evaluations 
 Technological novelties, evaluations, and solutions 

 
TARGET AUDIENCE 
 
The target audience is researchers and practitioners in the field of ubiquitous and pervasive 
computation and its related areas. These include pervasive computation, emotional 
computation, content creation, ubiquitous computation, human-computer-interaction and 
usability experts, mobile industry, service creators, etc. Workshop participants shall have 
previous experience in this or related fields to be able to contribute on a high scientific level. 
The workshop participants will actively contribute to the development of semantic ambient 
media, due to a different method of workshop organization. Participants shall ‘participate’ 
rather than passively contribute. The participants shall discuss and actively elaborate the 
topic and we plan to kick-off an international web-based informal forum for ambient media, 
which shall increase the effect of this workshop tremendously. 

We strongly welcome multidisciplinary contributions coming from the media technology, 
artistic, business, and human experience side. Case studies (successful and especially 
unsuccessful), artistic installations, technologies, media studies, and user-experience 
evaluations are highly welcome, which are affecting the development of ambient media as 
new form of media. Especially visionary contributions shaping the future of ambient media 
are strongly welcome. 

 

PAPER SUBMISSION 
 

 Submissions are expected to be 2-10 pages papers according the paper format of 
Pervasive available at http://www.springer.com/computer/lncs?SGWID=0-164-6-
793341-0  

 Please submit your paper at our paper submission system: 
http://webhotel2.tut.fi/emmi/Conferences/2012same/openconf.php 

 Several workshop contributions will be published with ISBN number with the Tampere 
Univ. Press and online within the Pervasive Proceedings. 

 Best contributions will be compiled to a special issue following up the workshop - we 
aim at Springer MTAP after reviewing the quality of contributions  

 Final and accepted papers are expected to be 5-10 pages long and according the 
Pervasive paper format 
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 Check also the Ambient Media Association (AMEA): 
www.ambientmediaassociation.org 

 

IMPORTANT DATES 
 
Submission deadlines (deadlines for this workshop are strictly observed!): 

 March 2nd, 2012 : Deadline of Accepted Workshop Paper 
 April 2nd, 2012 : Notification of Accepted Workshop Papers 
 April 20th, 2012 : Camera Ready Accepted Workshop Papers Due 
 June 18th, 2012:  Workshop day 

 
WORKSHOP SERIES CONTEXT  
 
Pervious Workshops on Semantic Ambient Media Experience:  

 1st International Workshop on Semantic Ambient Media Experiences held in 
conjunction with ACM Multimedia 2008, (Vancouver, Canada),  
http://portal.acm.org/toc.cfm?id=1461912&type=proceeding&coll=ACM&dl=ACM&CFI
D=96753168&CFTOKEN=49706448 

 2nd International Workshop on Semantic Ambient Media Experiences held in 
conjunction with AmI-09, (Salzburg, Austria), 
http://webhotel2.tut.fi/emmi/forum/node/55 

 3rd International Workshop on Semantic Ambient Media Experiences held in 
conjunction with AmI-10, (Malaga, Spain), 
http://www.ambientmediaassociation.org/node/56 

 4rd International Workshop on Semantic Ambient Media Experiences held in 
conjunction with 5th International Conference on Communities and Technologies, 
Brisbane, Australia, http://www.ambientmediaassociation.org/node/60 

 
Previous Special Issues 

For each held workshop, a special issue has been created with Springer-Verlag Multimedia 
Tools & Applications. The workshop shall gather people from industry and academia to 
develop the vision of ambient media as new form of smart media.  
 
WORKSHOP CHAIRS 
 

 Artur Lugmayr, Tampere University of Technology (TUT) & lugYmedia Inc., FINLAND 
 Thomas Risse, L3S Research Center, GERMANY 
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Workshop Programme and Description 
 
Schedule 

 09.00 - 09.30: Introduction 
 09.30 - 10.30: Quick Paper Presentations (5 minutes/paper) 
 10.30 - 11.00: Break 
 11.00 - 12.30: Design Thinking Session 1 + Roundup Group Presentation 
 12.30 - 14.00: Lunch 
 14.00 - 15.30: Design Thinking Session 2 + Roundup Group Presentation 
 15.30 - 16.00: Break 
 16.00 - 17.30: Workshop Roundup 

 
Questions 

 How to select, compose, and generate ambient content including a no-screen 
concept? 

 How to present ambient content with no-screens? 
 How to re-use ambient content and learning experiences without utilizing 

screens or traditional I/O devices? 
 What are the characteristics of ambient media, its content, and technology 

when traditional I/O devices are not utilized? 
 How can sensor data be interpreted and intelligently mined? 
 How can collaborative or audience participatory content be supported? 
 How can existing media such as TV, home entertainment, cinema extended 

by ambient media? 
 What are ambient media in terms of story-telling and art that do not use 

screens? 
 How do ambient media create business and value and how can ambient 

media be integrated into business processes and strategies? 
 Which methods for experience design, prototyping, and business models 

exist? 
 What is interactivity between the single consumers and consumer groups in 

the ambient context? 
 

Workshop Introduction Presentation 
(see next pages) 
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5TH INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON SEMANTIC 
AMBIENT MEDIA (SAME) 2012

CREATING THE BUSINESS VALUE-CREATION, VISION, MEDIA 
THEORIES AND TECHNOLOGY FOR AMBIENT MEDIA

Artur Lugmayr, Tampere University of Technology (TUT) & lugYmedia Inc., FINLAND
Thomas Risse, L3S Research Center, GERMANY
Bjorn Stockleben, RBB, GERMANY
Juha Kaario, Varaani Oy, FINLAND
Bogdan Pogorelc, Ljubljana University, SLOVENIA
Estefania Serral Asensio, Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, Spain

This event is in cooperation with the Ambient Media Association (AMEA)
(www.ambientmediaassociation.org) 

Administrative Issues…

Journal (Springer MTAP)…
Publication: 
www.ambientmediaassociation.org
Pervasive 2012 Adjunct Proceedings
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Accepted Papers
2. Principles of Ambient Media Design- From the 
Perspective of Universal Design, Moyen 
Mustaquim, Uppsala University, Sweden 

3. Unobtrusive Personalized Services in Ambient 
Media Environments, Estefanía Serral, ProS, 
Technical University of Valencia, Spain, Miriam 
Gil, ProS, Technical University of Valencia, Spain, 
Pedro Valderas, ProS, Technical University of 
Valencia, Spain, Vicente Pelechano, ProS, 
Technical University of Valencia, Spain

5. Designing Unobtrusive Interfaces to Increase 
Naturalness of First Time Face-To-Face 
Interaction, Nanda Khaorapapong, Queen Mary 
University of London, United Kingdom, Matthew 
Purver, Queen Mary University of London, United 
Kingdom

6. An Unobtrusive Semantic Health-Monitoring 
Medium, Bogdan Pogorelc, Jožef Stefan Institute, 
Ljubljana, Slovenia, Slovenia, Matjaž Gams, Jožef
Stefan Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia, Slovenia

7. User identification approach based on simple 
gestures, Jože Guna, University of Ljubljana, 
Faculty of electrical engineering, Slovenia, Emilija
Stojmenova, Iskratel Ltd., Slovenia, Artur 
Lugmayr, Tampere University of Technology, 
Finland, Iztok Humar, University of Ljubljana, 
Faculty of electrical engineering, Slovenia, Matevž
Poga nik, University of Ljubljana, Faculty of 
electrical engineering, Slovenia
9. Vision of the Usage of Ambient Media in TV in 
the Year 2016, Artur Lugmayr, Tampere University 
of Technology, Finland, Hao Zheng, Tampere 
University of Technology, Finland

10. EDIS - Emotion-Driven Interactive Systems, 
Robert J. Wierzbicki, University of Applied 
Sciences Mittweida, Germany, Christian 
Tschoeppe, University of Applied Sciences 
Mittweida, Germany, Tobias Ruf, Fraunhofer
Institute for Integrated Circuits, Erlangen, 
Germany, Jens-Uwe Garbas, Fraunhofer Institute 
for Integrated Circuits, Erlangen, Germany
11. Evaluation of Methods and Techniques for 
Language Based Sentiment Analysis for DAX 30 
Stock Exchange – A First Concept of a “LUGO” 
Sentiment Indicator, Artur Lugmayr, EMMi Lab., 
Tampere Univ. of Technology (TUT), Finland, 
Gerhard Gossen, L3S Research Center, Germany

The Goals of the Workshop

1. Analyze the Entries
2. Give Feedback
3. Cluster Topics
4. Group Work (one group)
5. Common Publication

Defining the Means & Goals 
that 
Linking the Problem to the 
Intended Goals & Objectives

Step 1: Defining the Problems 
and Goals that Research 
Works Address and by Which 
Means they Solve these 
Problems
Step 2: Defining the Effects, 
Objectives, and Resulting 
Outcomes of the Available 
Means and Inputs

Problem: sufficient water supply worldwide

Goals: affordable water for everyone with 
the sub-goals: good income, water 
treatment, new techniques

Objectives: no more people are dying due 
to water shortage leading to less diseases, 
…
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Workshop Schedule

09:00-09:30 Introduction
09:30-10:30 Presentations I (15+5 mins/4 papers)

COFFEEEEEEE
11:00-12:40 Presentations II (15+5 mins/4 papers)

FOOOOOODD
13:40-15:20 Complete the Objectives Tree for Each Paper

COFFEEEEEEE
15:40-17:20 Consolidate the Objective Tree for A Concise 
Vision

COFFEEEEEEE
16:00-17:00 Final Presentation

STEP 1: Defining the Means by what we achieve an ambient media eco-
systems and the goals that are achieved with the various research 

contributions

STEP 2: What are the effects and outcomes of these goals and achieved 
results of the research contributions

Ambient Media Eco-
System Available for 

Everyone
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Ambient Media 
Eco-System

Goal 1

Technical 
Enabler

Society & 
People

Methods & 
Techniques

Content & 
Services

Business Value

Goal 2 Goal 2 … Goal n

H
O

W
 a

nd
 M

EA
N

S?

How and by which means do we achieve the 
goal?

Ambient Media 
Eco-System

Resulting 
Outcome and 

Objective 1

Sub outcome…

Sub outcome…

Sub outcome…

Sub outcome…

Sub outcome…

Resulting 
Outcome and 

Objective 2

Resulting 
Outcome and 

Objective 3
…

Resulting 
Outcome and 

Objective n

EFFECTS and O
U

TCO
M

ES

Effects and Outcomes?
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Reflection
THE Questions – Which Goals do Papers 
try to Achieve?

Business
How can ambient media be applied in business 
processes?
How do ambient media create value and business?
Business opportunities and strategic issues of 
ambient media?

Content & the Media
What is ‘content’ and how can it be presented in the 
age of ‘ubiquitous’ and ‘pervasive’?
How to select, compose and generate ambient 
content?
How to manage and re-use ambient content in 
specific application scenarios (e.g. e-learning)?

Interactive Design & Experience
What is interactivity between the single consumers 
and consumer groups in the ambient context?
How can collaborative or audience participatory 
content be supported?

Models, Methods, Concepts & Frameworks
Which methods for experience design, prototyping, 
and business models exist?
How can sensor data be interpreted and intelligently 
mined?
How can existing media such as TV, home 
entertainment, cinema extended by ambient media?

THE Method
Objective Trees

THE Answers

Team Q&A

Q&A in 2 groups
Build groups
Get the experienced one’s on board
Where are your weaknesses?
Where are your strength?
Where do you need help?
Helping each other to fill a final fishbone for the paper
Goal:

filling one common fishbone for the papers
Quick Pitch:

2 minutes/group of the fishbone
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Ambient Media – Means-End Relationships

Means, Goals, and Sub-Goals as Input

What are the implications of the achievements?

Which other objectives are required to fulfil the vision of AM?

What are the next steps of ambient media?

Which other goals need to be fulfilled to achieve the outcome?

Which sub-goals are needed?

What about the relationship between the goals and the objectives?

Are the goals sufficient to meet the objectives at the next level?

The means is X (goal) in order to achieve Y (objective)

Cause-effect relationsihps into means-end relationships?

Presentation
demonstrate the vision of ambient media in 2030
sketches, drafts, paintings, PowerPoint's, fishbone,…

Postix
• at least 3 goals 

and sub-goals
• at least 3 

outcomes & 
objectives

experience & HCI, society & policy, methods & 
techniques, content & services, business value

Vision 2030
‘old’ known technology in new ‘clothes’ McLuhan

Connectivity vs. dis-connectivity

Smart spaces as social ‘connectors’

Embodied hybrid space as interface to the content
libraries, kitchens, health services, …

Screen as limitation

Anti-technical determinism

Ambient media vs. converging media

Profiling the consumer – matching service and preferences – consumer group profiling 
(ethnography)

Visualization of – tree

Ambient ‘rendering’

Empowerment of the consumer and user

Tighter involvement of stakeholders

Social living spaces as source for UX for designers

Information as part of the real world

Places will have a ‘digital history’

Human signalling and biological ‘information’ processing

Emotional design & experience research as source for…..



Principles of Ambient Media Design- From the 

Perspective of Universal Design  

 Moyen Mohammad Mustaquim  
Department of Informatics and Media 

Uppsala University 

Box 513, 75120 Uppsala, Sweden 

moyen.mustaquim@im.uu.se    

Abstract. The concept of ambient media is becoming a popular topic of interest 

day by day and seems to promise a fabulous future. However, to date there are 

no certain design principles that are followed to design successful ambient 

media. In this paper seven design principles for designing ambient media have 

been proposed. The derived principles are the outcome which is based from the 

principles of universal design. The ambient media designed based on these 

principles could create better business values and new business strategies.  

Finally a theoretical framework is also proposed that shows how to use these 

principles to design successful ambient media.  

Keywords: Universal Design, Ambient Media, Ambient Media Design 

Principles, Design for All, Design Principles. 

1   Introduction 

Computational technology integrated with human using natural environment has 

initiated the concept of ubiquitous computing. Since then the basic notion of media 

has taken a different viewpoint with respect to the concept of ubiquitous computing 

[1]. This interesting form of new media, known as ambient media, is transparent in 

nature to its users but have a lot to offer in the coming future [1]. Design of this type 

of media is not only technical but also needs proper reasoning behind the design for 

its consumers. Creating new business opportunities and even integrating with existing 

business model can be one important reason for why we should focus on the issue of 

design principles of ambient media. However ambient media can possibly be 

successfully designed if certain design principles are followed which are to date is 

missing. The idea of universal design is that, it offers a greater extent and possibilities 

of using product or service for the end users. Although the majority tends to consider 

universal design concept as a pattern that is strictly initiated and meant to be for the 

people with disabilities and elderly, the attitude towards such thinking has been 

changing prominently in the last one decade [2]. Mainstreaming universal design 

concept is extending the boundaries of disability which universal design was 

supposed to be considered to be the based on. Universal design principles can be seen 

in different perspective and be altered according to the design necessity of something 

like ambient media to initiate successful design [2]. 

1



In this paper we propose ambient media design principles. These principles are 

derived from the universal design principles concept. The characteristics and general 

properties of ambient media are being mapped with the universal design principles 

after analyzing them together, before coming up with the new design principles. A 

framework is then proposed to show how the principles of designing ambient media 

should be working together for the design of ambient media successfully. The paper is 

divided in to four major sections. Section one illustrates ambient media and universal 

design with an extensive background description of these two topic of interest. The 

next section talks about proposed ambient media principles following by section three 

which describes the proposed theoretical framework. Finally in section four a 

concrete discussion of this research topic is narrated followed by the conclusion.   

1.1   Ambient Media Design 

The concept of ambient media initiated a change of the way we think about traditional 

or mass  media. The principle target of ambient media is to turn information in to 

knowledge along with the basic properties of media-communication and interaction. 

[1] ‘’However, with ambient media the boundary between the real world and the 

synthetic universe encompassed by the media environment is becoming less and less 

visible’’ [1]. One of the many ways by which the form of an ambient media is going 

to take place, is that it depends on how ambient media is going to be designed. As 

Lugmayr [1] says ‘’ the form of ambient media is concerned with issues of design, 

aesthetics, collaboration; the manifestation of media assets, the morphing of the 

synthetic universe/natural environment, collaboration, the arrangement of different 

content entities, etc’’. Lugmayr [1] also classifies the main principles of the form of 

ambient media as follows: 

 Morphing 

 Manifestation 

 Intelligence and  

 Experience 

However, there are human centered aspects of designing ambient media and these 

aspects makes ambient media to be smart media environments that are capable of 

contextualizing their form to the situation. ‘’With the arrival of ever more intelligent 

and interconnected systems, the human-centered aspects become more complex’’ [1]. 

Lugmayr describes the key aspects of human-centered design of ambient media as 

follows [1]: 

 Interactivity 

 Sensor oriented systems 

 Experience orientation 

 Collaboration 

 Cultural aspects 

 Design for human aspects 

 Understanding human behavior 

 Simulating human behavior 
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Although, ambient media today is somehow still in its embryonic stage and most of 

the underlying principles and characteristics are yet unknown, the undergoing change 

within ambient media is rapid and cutting edge research aspects are constantly 

contributed in this field [1].  Lugmayr [1] identified some of these aspects to be for 

instance distributed stimulation of human senses, media aggregation, and personal 

product distribution via mobile phone with natural environment along with cultural 

and aesthetic aspects. 

However, an important question that still remains here in this discussion is why 

and how ambient media will be accepted by the end user in a catchy way and how can 

they adopt it quickly? What will be the key concerns that will motivate companies to 

invest money for ambient media research and development? Since the branch of 

ambient media is not so restricted comparing with traditional media classification, the 

opportunity from business perspective is enormous only when we know how to 

integrate ambient media in to business. What is the proper business model that will 

enhance the integration efficiently? These questions focus one feature of any product 

or service that has always been appealing for the end users which is design. It is the 

design of ambient media that will enhance the experience to its user [1]. At the same 

time new innovation for better design ideas of ambient media will improve the way 

ambient media content can be delivered and displayed towards the end user. From 

business perspective it is imperative to consider better designed ambient media for the 

success of progress of ambient media- whether it is research or product development. 

Understanding business methodology, altering existing business model or creating 

new business model for successful ambient media development and marketing is 

therefore largely dependent on the question ‘ how well the ambient media of futures is 

being designed’ where design is viewed in a heuristic way. This brings us the concern 

of the topic universal design.     

In some cases, it is the attractiveness of a product that is reflected by its design. 

However, our concern in this article is to design ambient media in a way so that it 

becomes useful, usable and then we can call such design to be a successful one for 

user and business perspective. And to design ambient media to be useful and usable 

enough it is thus important to follow certain design principles. The following section 

introduces the concept of universal design and its principles from which the design 

principles of ambient media design are being proposed in section three. 

1.2   Universal Design and its Principles 

The classical concept of universal design is about ensuring that environments, 

products, services and interfaces work for people of all ages and abilities [3]. It is a 

general approach to designing in which designers ensure that their product and 

services address the needs of the widest possible audience, irrespective of age or 

ability [2]. In a nutshell, universal design aims to produce accessible, usable and 

desirable products for the whole population.  

  The original set of universal design principles, described below was developed by 

a group of U.S. designers and design educators from five organizations in 1997[3]. 

The principles are copyrighted to the Center for Universal Design. The principles are 

used internationally, though with variations in number and specifics analogy [3]. 
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Below we describe the set of universal design principles with a tangible explanation 

for each of the principle.   

 Equitable Use: The design does not disadvantage or stigmatize any group of 

users [2]. It provides the same means of use for all users that is, identical 

whenever possible, equivalent or not. The goal is not to stigmatize any use 

and make the design appealing to all users [3]. This principle also make 

provision for security, safety etc to be equally available to all users.  

 Flexibility in Use: The design accommodates a wide range of individual 

preferences and abilities. Providing choices in methods of use and also 

providing adaptability to the user’s pace is what flexibility promises [2]. 

User’s precision and accuracy facilitating is another objective. 

Accommodating left and right hand access and use for instance an example 

of flexibility in use [3].  

 Simple, Intuitive Use: Use of the design is easy to understand, regardless of 

the user's experience, knowledge, language skills, or current concentration 

level [2]. Eliminating unnecessary complexity, being consistent with the 

user’s expectation and intuition are some of the goal of simple intuitive use. 

Also information to the user should be arranged so it is consistent according 

to their importance [2] [3]. Use of different language, wide range of literacy 

and initiation of effective prompting also commences simplicity and 

intuitiveness in use.     

 Perceptible Information: The design communicates necessary information 

effectively to the user, regardless of ambient conditions or the user's sensory 

abilities [2][3]. This principle is important for differentiating elements in 

ways that can be described, that is, to make it easy for giving instruction or 

directions. Some other goal of this principle is to make best use of legibility 

of essential information, providing compatibility with a variety of procedures 

or devices used by people with any kind of sensory limitations and use of 

different modes for outmoded appearance of important information [3]. 

 Tolerance for Error: The design minimizes hazards and the adverse 

consequences of accidental or unintended actions. Providing awareness and 

warnings of hazards and error, fail-safe feature promotion are some goal of 

the principle [2]. The design should also discourage unconscious action in 

tasks that require vigilance [3]. Physical protection is another important 

issue. Elimination of hazardous elements, isolation or putting shield on such 

element that are most accessible will initiate minimization of hazard.  

 Low Physical Effort: The design can be used efficiently and comfortably, 

and with a minimum of fatigue [2]. This principle argues to design in such 

way so that the user’s body position remains natural with reasonable 

operating force required to perform a task. Also minimizing repetitive action 

and sustained physical effort is another goal [3].  

 Size and Space for Approach & Use: Appropriate size and space is 

provided for approach, reach, manipulation, and use, regardless of the user's 

body size, posture, or mobility [2]. Providing a clear line of sight is 

important for the user while they are dealing with several elements on a 

system. Ability to reach components comfortably regardless of which 
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position user are (seating or standing etc.), different types of hand and grip 

size, enough space for using devices are some of the features this principle 

deals with [3].  

The above mentioned principles of universal design give anyone a feeling that 

these principles are solely meant for designing product or service for people with 

disabilities or who are elderly. Although practically based on the concept of 

accessibility, these principles have a lot more to offer. There are vulnerabilities like 

universal design is for barer-free design and/or the phrase ‘universal design’ itself 

promises too much to the end users.  So the misconception of calling something to be 

universally designed means that, it is meant for disabled or old people. Reality is that 

we need more research and innovation to expand the concept of universal design, 

beyond accessibility issues. And thereby to call a design to be universal because it not 

only supports the above mentioned principles and meant for disable or old people, but 

also serves some other better purposes that would not be possible to get from an 

ordinary design hence resulting a better product or service for the end users and thus 

calling it to be universally designed. 

Based on the above discussions of ambient media design, universal design and its 

principles, we now propose the ambient media design principles in the next section. 

2   Principles of Ambient Media Design 

We argued that since the keyword ‘universal design’ is meant to reflect better design, 

if we combine the characteristics of ambient media along with relevant or close to 

similar universal design principles, a general matrix of ambient media design 

principles can therefore be established. Table 1 shows the keywords as design 

principles properties of ambient media that are selected from the features of ambient 

media design and universal design principles. The key words as design principles 

properties are necessary to narrate the new principles of ambient media design which 

are shown in section 2.1.   

Table 1.  Ambient media design, universal design and their analogous characteristic matrix. 

Ambient Media Universal Design Design Principle Properties 

Human Behavior Stimulation Equitability Usable for Majority 

Interactivity in Design Flexibility Usefulness in Use 

Design for Human Aspects Simplicity Optimal Learnability 

Experience Orientation by User Perception Effectiveness for Users 

Intelligence for Safety Error Tolerance Improved Awareness  

Cultural Aspects on Design Less Physical Effort Improved Human Factors  

Collaboration towards Usefulness  

 

 

Approachability 

 

Attitude Towards Continued Use 

The properties described in column one on the Table 1, maps over with the 

properties in column 2. The resultant matrix from these two columns is shown in the 
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column three which is in the form of aggregation of previous two column’s 

properties. These are the foundation upon which the ambient media design principles 

are being proposed. We came up with seven design principles from these seven 

resultant matrixes of properties. 

2.1   Proposed Ambient Media Design Principles  

 

Principle one: Usable by majority user 

Ambient media design should be usable by majority user groups regardless of the user 

expertise, preference and their styles to deal with the use of ambient media. 

Facilitating user’s different need is the main goal of this design principle for assuring 

the fact that ambient media will be usable by as many as possible population around 

regardless of age, sex or demographic location.  

Principle two: Useful during use 

The ambient media should be useful for the users. Usefulness can be relative from 

user to user, but the interactiveness in the ambient media design should be flexible 

enough to give the user of the media a feeling of usefulness while they use it.  

 

Principle three: Simple, easy to learn 

The ambient media permits simple interactivity and is optimal for the user to learn it 

without putting new or any extra effort on learning. The consideration during design 

should focus on human aspects and combining human aspect in a simple way with the 

design thus resulting optimal learning ability for the end users.   

 

Principle four: Effective towards the user  

Ambient media design should not only be useful, useable but should be effective 

towards its users at some level. Therefore the ambient media should be designed in a 

way that, it minimizes the unintentional actions and should be able to judge the 

interaction effectiveness while acting effectively at the same time.  

 

Principle five: Less effort in creating self awareness  

The design of ambient media should be such that, it is intelligent enough for the 

safety of the user and can detect and handle error during use. The ambient media 

should be intelligent so that the users do not need to worry about the intentional or 

unintentional error they make or whether or not their error leads towards any hazard 

during the use of ambient media.   

 

Principle six: Human factors enhancement of the user’s task domain 

The design should focus on ergonomics. Ambient media in the coming future will be 

more and more invisible. Screen free, keyboard free concepts are some of the 

properties of invisible computing. So the design should focus on the proper fit with 

human bodies which apparently will increase the performance of the users while 

using the ambient media. This in return will also allow the users of the ambient media 

to accomplish certain tasks optimally.   
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Principle seven: Collaborative approach towards continued use 

The ambient media should be designed in such way so that, it provides the purpose, 

context and the decisive use of the result to its users. The designed ambient media 

should be able to do these to help the users manipulate and approach from one task to 

another with collaborative sets of actions, which is came up towards usefulness of the 

ambient media.      

3   Proposed Framework 

The design principles for ambient media design proposed in the previous section 

results a framework that is shown in Figure 1. 

The seven proposed principles are in a relation shown in Figure 1. Collaborative 

approach towards continuous use of the ambient media is dependent on the successful 

collaboration of the preceding six design principles. If the ambient media can be 

designed to be usable by its user, it tends to be useful during use of its users too. This 

in return makes the ambient media to be effective towards its users while they use the 

media. Together the usability, usefulness and effectiveness can impact on the learning 

ability of the ambient media if the ambient media that is designed is easy to learn by 

the users. The next step is that the media design should promote less effort towards 

creating awareness along with enhancing the human factors in the design. These 

together return a collaborative approach of using the designed ambient media in finest 

way. Collaborative approach returns the factors to determine whether the ambient 

media designed is usable for its user or not. The whole process can then repeat 

iteratively as a design process. Together, the seven principles of ambient media 

design tend to enhance user satisfaction while used for designing ambient media, 

which ultimately cam achieve successfulness of ambient media design. 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Framework for ambient media design using the proposed design principles.  
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4   Discussion 

Since there is no certain design principles available to date for designing ambient 

media, the principles proposed in this paper are motivating to observe in ambient 

media design process. Current research of ambient media focuses on the technology 

rather than strategy. People will use ambient media not only because the technology is 

appealing but it has to have some user satisfaction reasoning. Some of these reasoning 

are addressed by the proposed design principles. The proposed framework shows 

combinatorial structure of a successful design procedure of ambient media using the 

proposed principles. This is interesting to create new business model or altering 

existing business model to have positive impact on ambient media production and 

marketing. Once the design of ambient media that is going to be designed is 

understood from these principles, it can then introduce new business opportunities to 

accomplish better ambient media design to satisfy the principles. The idea of using 

universal design principles as a foundation upon which the ambient media design 

principles are based on, is only to enhance design principles in a more structured and 

optimal way. Ambient media design principles proposed in this paper might not be all 

of the possible design principles to date, but they are surely better design principles 

and can be universally applied to design any type of ambient media. 

5   Conclusion  

The idea of ambient media design principles that are proposed in this paper is a very 

new concept. The research on ambient media is still overcoming its initial states. The 

results from this paper open new possibilities of research in the field of ambient 

media design. The proposed framework validation and verification is an important 

piece initiated from this paper’s result. Collecting data to verify this framework will 

come up with the new possibilities of understanding new design principles. The 

quantitative analysis of an existing ambient media or any ambient media that is to be 

designed is possible in further research, which was not the scope of this paper. This in 

return can ultimately help improving the understanding of business strategies and 

designing new business model for ambient media development.   
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Abstract. In the age of ambient media, people are surrounded by lots
of physical objects (media objects) for rendering the digital world in
the natural environment. These media objects should interact with users
in a way that is not disturbing for them. To address this issue, this
work presents a design strategy for augmenting the world around us
with personalized services capable of adjusting its obtrusiveness level
(i.e., the extent to which each service intrudes the user’s mind) by using
the appropriate media objects for each situation.

Keywords: Unobtrusive ambient media; Personalized services; Context
awareness

1 Introduction

Ambient media are embedded throughout the natural environment of users in
media objects that surround them (e.g., in his mobile device, in his car, in the
TV, in the lights, etc.) [10]. These media objects must behave invisibly and
unobtrusively to promote a natural interaction between the user and the envi-
ronment. Implicit interactions, those that occur without the explicit behest or
awareness of the user, become increasingly important to achieve this invisibility
and not being obtrusive [9].

This work is focused on supporting unobtrusive personalized services using
the media objects throughout the environment. These services will be proactively
executed in reaction to implicit interactions based on the situational context such
as location, surrounding environment or user’s state [14]. For example, when a
hotel guest approaches to his/her room (implicit interaction), a welcome hotel
service will be automatically executed: opening the door room to let the user
come in, switching the lights of the room on, turning on the air conditioner and
communicating the new messages/news of the hotel to the user.

We must design ambient media in a way that negotiate the volume and the
medium of interactions with their users, pending the user’s current needs. Our
design strategy to solve this problem is based on making ambient media more
considerate [3] and less interruptive. For example, communicating the new mes-
sages using the ambient sound may be annoying either when the user is busy or
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with company. According to the Considerate Computing vision [3], user atten-
tion is a primary resource to be considered. Thus, ambient media services must
behave in a considerate manner, demanding the proper level of user attention.
Considering the example service introduced above, each time it is performed,
some of its actions could require a different degree of user attention. As a con-
sequence, different media objects should be used to support each task at the
appropriate obtrusiveness level (e.g., using either the TV or the mobile device
to show the hotel messages).

The main contribution of this work is a design strategy for describing un-
obtrusive personalized services in ambient media environments using high-level
abstraction models. These models specified at design time are leveraged at run-
time for supporting the described behaviour in an unobtrusive way. User needs
drive the design of the system providing users with personalized services and
avoiding information overload.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the high-level abstrac-
tion models for describing unobtrusive personalized services. Section 3 explains
how these models are used at runtime for providing the functionality of these
services. Section 4 describes the related work. Finally, Section 5 discusses the
work and presents conclusions and further work.

2 Modelling Unobtrusive Personalized Services

The goal of the design strategy presented in this work is to manage the media
objects of the environment to augment the world around users and provide
them with unobtrusive personalized services. This interactivity with the physical
objects should be adapted to the attentional resources and needs of each user
in order to avoid overwhelming the user. We propose personalizing services in
ambient media environments by using the most appropriate media object for each
situation according to users needs and preferences. For defining such services,
designers need to perform the following steps:

1. User Modelling : Detect user needs and preferences to determine the ob-
trusiveness level required for the interaction with ambient media services.

2. Service Modelling : Define the service behaviour and interaction style
based on these needs and obtrusiveness to make use of the appropriate media
objects for each situation.

3. Media Object Modelling : Define the implication of this service behaviour
and attentional resources for choosing the most suited media objects.

2.1 User Modelling

To detect user needs and preferences for achieving the personalization of ambient
media services we make use of personas (also known as user profiles). A persona
is a summary representation of the system’s intended users, often described as
real people [1]. Personas provide a framework for describing the target audience
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in a way useful to design systems. In this way, services can be personalized
according to these descriptions.

Personas are used to gather the relevant information of the audience to help
drive design and detect common functionalities between users. Personas are usu-
ally used in the design of user-centered approaches. According to the users, per-
sonas give a much more concrete picture of typical users providing features that
directly address specific user needs [4]. Thus, it is interesting the use of them in
this work where we have directly address specific user needs.

Personas describe a target user of the system, giving a clear picture of how
they are likely to use it, and what they will expect from it [1]. It has become a
popular way for design teams to capture relevant information about customers
that directly impact on the design process: user goals, scenarios, tasks, and the
like. Scenarios are little stories describing how typical user tasks are carried out.
They help to identify both the decisions that a user will have to make at each
step in their experience and his/her preferred interaction techniques.

Bob Berry · The business traveller
Familiar to ambient services

Objectives

· Optimize time

· Don't forget tasks

· Be aware of all hotel messages

· Make the check-in quickly 

Mary Jane · The tourist
Novice in ambient services

Objectives

· Feel comfortable

· Be aware of organized trips

· Enjoy the staying

Scenarios Scenarios

· Stay in the hotel

Bob is a professor and he usually goes to conferences or other 

universities to make talks. He would like to optimize his time in the

hotel, therefore, he wants: check-in and check-out be as quickly 

as possible, the room be fitted  to his preferences, and be

aware of the hotel messages without having to go to the reception.

· Enjoy the trip

Mary is a tourist that want to enjoy her trips and feel comfortable in 

the hotel. She would like to be aware of all the organized visits to 

see the city and meet people that have the same hobbies as her.

Fig. 1. Excerpt of two personas

In this work, we follow the notation defined by [1] to determine the needs of
each user and the functionality required in a specific domain. Figure 1 shows an
example of two personas for a Smart Hotel system. These personas give a de-
tailed picture of a business traveller and a tourist. Both have different objectives
and have different scenarios according to their needs. For example, the business
traveller is a busy person that want optimize his time, be productive and be
aware of the hotel messages in all moment. In contrast, the tourist wants to feel
comfortable during the staying in the hotel and be aware of the organized trips.
Thus, these different personas require different services and different interaction
with the services according to their needs. For example, the business traveller
would need an ambient service executed when he enters the room in charge of
fitting the room to his preferences and remember him the missed hotel messages.
However, the tourist would need a service that notifies her the organized trips.
In this way, personas will guide subsequent adaptations in information presenta-
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tion, modality and media objects chosen. By the definition of personas, analysts
must detect the services needed for interacting with the system.

2.2 Service Modelling

Once the needs and the functionalities are identified, analysts have to deter-
mine the ambient services that are going to give support to these functionalities
and their relationships with contextual information. The way to describe these
services in an unobtrusive context-sensitive way is explained in the following
subsections.

Describing the service behaviour. In order to describe service behaviour
we use task models inspired by Hierarchical Task Analysis, which hierarchically
refines a high-level task into more specific ones by building a task tree.

UserLocation =
RoomDoor

Composite Task

Root Task

Exclusive Refinement
Only one subtask is executed

Temporal Refinement
Ordering constraints
for execution

Entering
the room

>>[UserLocation=Room]>>Open
the door

Illuminate
the room

[OusideBrightness=low]
Switch light on

[OusideBrightness!=low]
Open curtains

Adjusting the
temperature

[Window=opened]
Close windows

Switch on heating
and air conditioning

|=|

>>

Communicate
hotel messages

>>

Situational Context

Executable Task

Fig. 2. Entering the room Service

Figure 2 shows the modelling of the service behaviour used as example in
Section 1 (the Entering the room service) using the proposed task model. This
service is modelled for the needs of the business traveller persona. The root task
represents the service and has an associated situational context whose fulfilment
starts the execution of the service (UserLocation=RoomDoor). This situational
context defines the context conditions that are produced in an implicit inter-
action. The root task is broken down into more specific tasks until they are
executable tasks (i.e., tasks that can be executed by a media object). For each
executable task, it is indicated in which obtrusiveness levels can be executed,
and also, which media objects must be used in each one of those obtrusiveness
levels to carry out the task (this is next further explained).

A task can have a context precondition (represented between brackets), which
defines the context conditions that must be fulfilled so that a task is performed
(if the precondition is not fulfilled, the task will not be executed). For instance,
the Switch light on task has as precondition that the outside brightness is low.

To break a task down, temporal or exclusive refinements can be used. On the
one hand, using temporal refinements, all the subtasks are executed following
a temporal order; in this case, tasks are related between them using temporal
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restrictions based on the ones proposed in [11]. For instance, as shown in Fig. 2,
the service is decomposed into four subtasks using temporal refinements. This
means that, when user is detected in front of his/her room hotel, its door will
be opened; then, when the user enters inside, the room will be illuminated and
the temperature will be adjusted; and finally, the hotel messages will be com-
municated to the user. On the other hand, using exclusive refinements only one
subtask will be executed. For instance, the illuminate the room composite task
is decomposed into two subtasks by using exclusive refinements; therefore, to
illuminate the room either the lights will be switched on or the curtains will be
opened. To specify the context conditions (in the situational context, task pre-
conditions and relationships), we use logical expressions grounded on elements
of an ontology-based context model (we use the one presented in [16]).

Specifying the obtrusiveness space. To adjust the obtrusiveness of the ex-
ecutable tasks, we make use of the conceptual framework presented in [9] to
determine the obtrusiveness level of each task in the system. This framework
defines two dimensions to characterize interactions: initiative and attention. Ac-
cording to the initiative factor, interaction can be reactive (the user initiates the
interaction) or proactive (the system takes the initiative). With regard to the
attention factor, an interaction can take place at the foreground (the user is fully
conscious of the interaction) or at the background (unadvised interaction). For
this work, we have divided the attention axis in three segments as shown in Fig-
ure 3 which are associated with the following values: invisible (there is no way for
the user to perceive the interaction), slightly-appreciable (usually the user would
not perceive it unless he/she makes some effort), and completely-awareness (the
user becomes aware of the interaction even if he/she is performing other tasks).
This conceptual framework defines the space of possible interaction styles (e.g.,
those that require more or less attention and more or less initiative).

at t ent ion

init i
at iv

e

pro
ac

tiv
e

invis. slightly aware

Communicate
hotel messages

re
ac

tiv
e

[UserIsBusy AND 
UrgentMessages=False]

[User=Alone AND
UserLocation = Room

AND UserIsBusy=False]

[(UserIsBusy AND
UrgentMessages) OR

(UserLocation!=Room AND 
UserIsBusy=False)]

at t ent ion

init i
at iv

e

pro
ac

tiv
e

invis. slightly aware

Switch
light on

re
ac

tiv
e

[UserActivity=
Sleeping]

[UserActivity!=
Sleeping]

Fig. 3. Selection of the obtrusiveness levels for two tasks

There is different ways to accomplish a task with different degrees of at-
tentional demand and initiative. The selection of one will depend on the user
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needs and preferences. Furthermore, not all the tasks have sense in all the quad-
rants. For example, the task Switch light on has more sense in reactive levels
(e.g., when the user turns on the lights or the lights are turned on when the
user enters the room). Designer not only decides what action needs to occur,
but also, very importantly, the manner in which it should take place by means
of selecting the the possible obtrusiveness levels in which each executable task
can be performed. Thus, designers have to describe the obtrusiveness space for
each different executable task by defining in which obtrusiveness levels it can
be executed and the context conditions that make the system to choose the ad-
equate level each moment. By means of the obtrusiveness space, designers can
better match an appropriate interaction to the situation at hand. It is worth
noting that the obtrusiveness space is specified for each executable task of each
persona, independently of the service to which it belongs.

Figure 3 illustrates the linkage between the executable tasks “Switch light on”
and “Communicate hotel messages” (shown in Figure 2) and the obtrusiveness
space for the interactions that support these tasks. On the one hand, the task
to “switch light on” is performed in different levels of attention depending on
the user activity. Note that this task can be executed in other services (such as
for waking up the user), and the obtrusiveness space depends only on the task
and the persona, not on the service in which the task is performed. Thus, this
task can regulate the light using the gradual lighting when the user is sleeping.
However, when the user is not sleeping, the task is performed at the completely-
awareness level of attention and, therefore, it uses the regular lights. This task
is always performed in a reactive manner with regard to the initiative axis since
the task is executed in reaction to the user detection. On the other hand, the
second task provides the hotel messages to the user. Depending on the urgency
of the messages, the location of the user and the engagement of the user in other
activities and his/her company, the task is executed in a different obtrusiveness
level. The system informs the user about the messages proactively in a notorious
manner requiring a high level of attention (completely-awareness) if the user is
alone in the room and is not busy (e.g., ambient sound can be used). However,
if the user is not in the room and is not busy, or is busy but the messages are
important, the system informs the user about these messages in a subtle manner
(e.g., using his mobile device). Otherwise, if the user is busy and the messages
are not urgent, the task is carried out in an invisible manner without explicitly
notifying to the user, only sending the messages to the user mobile device.

Once the context conditions of the obtrusiveness levels selected are defined,
we map the obtrusiveness levels to the appropriate media object that support
the underlying system. This is illustrated in the following subsection.

2.3 Media Objects Modelling

One of the aspects to be considered in ambient media environments are the
physical objects available to interact with users. Thus, an aspect to be modeled
is the available media objects and which of them are appropriate to demand the
right user attention in each obtrusiveness level.
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To achieve this, designers indicate the media objects that are required for
supporting a task in the different obtrusiveness levels in which the task can be
performed. Figure 4 shows the part of the media objects that supports some tasks
from the example scenario explained in Section 2.2. For example, the ambient
sound of the room is used for the “communicate hotel messages” task when the
task is performed proactively at the highest level of attention axis. This mapping
between the ambient sound and the obtrusiveness level for the “communicate ho-
tel messages” task is expressed as CommunicateMessages(proactive,aware) where
the first coordinate refers to the initiative and the second one to the attention
axis (see Figure 4). However, the mobile notification and the mobile vibration
are used for the same task when the task is performed at the slightly level of
attention. Another example is for the “switch light on” task. The gradual lights
that regulate the light are used for this task when it is performed at the slightly
level of attention. Conversely, the regular lights are used when the task is per-
formed at the highest level of attention (i.e., completely-awareness). Figure 4
illustrates these mappings for the tasks.

3 Executing Unobtrusive Personalized Services at
Runtime

The models proposed in the previous section allow unobtrusive personalized ser-
vices to be described regardless the particular technology used for the implemen-
tation. To achieve the execution of such services, these models are prepared to
be interpreted at runtime. Thus, all the efforts invested at design time would be
reused at runtime providing new opportunities for adaptation capabilities with-
out increasing development costs. The software infrastructure presented in [15]
has shown its feasibility and correct performance to execute complex services by
interpreting the presented task model. This infrastructure could be extended for
supporting the unobtrusive and personalized execution of the services designed
by following the approach presented in this work. Specifically, the extended soft-
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ware infrastructure should perform the following process for executing a designed
unobtrusive personalized service by interpreting the models at runtime:

1. Sensing context : The media objects deployed in the smart environment sense
context changes, which are monitorized and captured in a context model.
These media objects are also capable of identify each user. For instance,
when Bob is approaching to his room, his location and identification are
sensed by RFID and presence detector objects.

2. Retrieving personalized services: Once a context change is detected, the ser-
vices defined for the identified user according to her/his persona are re-
trieved. For instance, since Bob location has changed, the services described
for his persona (the business traveller), such as the Entering the room service
described in Section 2.2, are retrieved.

3. Checking situational contexts: The situational context of the retrieved ser-
vices (e.g., UserLocation=RoomDoor) are checked to see if any of them is
satisfied and the corresponding service has to be executed.

4. Executing personalized services: If the situational context of a service is sat-
isfied, the service is carried out in a considerate manner. For instance, when
Bob location is in front of his room door, the situational context of the En-
tering the room service is satisfied and the service is carried out. To achieve
this, the following steps are executed:

– Retrieving executable tasks and obtrusiveness: The different executable
tasks of the service are progressively retrieved according to their re-
finements, the temporal relationships specified among its tasks and the
up-to-date context information. After retrieving an executable task, if
the precondition is satisfied (considering it is true if the task has not a
precondition), the obtrusiveness space described for the task is retrieved.

– Adjusting the obtrusiveness level: The context conditions specified in the
obtrusiveness space are checked to know in which obtrusiveness level the
task must be executed. For instance, for the communicate hotel messages
task, when the user is not busy and is alone, the task must be carried
out in the proactive-aware obtrusiveness level (see Figure 3).

– Using the appropriate media objects: The media objects that must be
used to perform the task for that obtrusiveness level are searched for.
Given a task and an obtrusiveness level, the mapping defined between
media objects and obtrusiveness levels returns the media objects to be
used. For instance, for the communicate hotel messages task the ambient
sound is used in the proactive-aware obtrusiveness level (see Fig. 4).

4 Related Work

This work supports the designing of unobtrusive personalized services that in-
teract with users by using ambient media objects. Related work on interactive
systems has been proposed to deal with modelling system interaction that adapt
to users. These approaches enable to exploit the information contained in the
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models for interaction adaptation to changing contexts. Calvary et al. [2] give an
overview of different modelling approaches to deal with user interfaces support-
ing multiple targets in the field of context-aware computing. The work of Hervás
et al. [5] presents a conceptual model to link context information with pervasive
elements in order to personalize the offered services of these elements. However,
these works define the adaptation space in terms of the environment and the
platform. Our approach defines the adaptation space in terms of obtrusiveness
for achieving seamless interactions. Thus, we address a different issue that is
more related to human limitations (e.g., user attention) than device technical
limitations (e.g., screen size).

Towards creating systems that adapt their level of intrusiveness to the con-
text of use, works are mainly focused on minimizing unnecessary interruptions
to the user [13]. Moreover, the amount of studies concentrating on the design
of unobtrusive interactions is still limited. Approaches in the area of Consider-
ate Computing [3] are mainly focused on inferring attention in order to predict
acceptability. Horvitz et al. [8] demonstrated the potential use of Bayesian net-
works for computing the cost and value of interruptions. Hinckley and Horvitz [6]
modelled interruptibility by considering the user’s likelihood of response and the
previous and current activity. Ho and Intille [7] suggested that proactive mes-
sages delivered when the user is transitioning between two activities may be
received more positively. Vastenburg et al. [17] conduct a user study of accept-
ability of notifications to find out what factors influence the acceptability of
them. Although these initiatives recognize the need to adapt the interaction,
efforts have been put on minimizing unnecessary interruptions, overlooking au-
tomation aspects that we have taken into account. Moreover, we propose to
represent behaviour aspects in the interaction design level in order to define how
the different interactions are adapted when a particular situation is produced.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

In this work, we have presented a design strategy for describing unobtrusive
personalized services in an ambient media environment. The provided models
describe how services must interact with each Persona in an unobtrusive way.
Using these abstract models, the system is designed by using concepts that are
much less bound to the underlying implementation technology and are much
closer to the problem domain [12]. This makes the models easier to specify, un-
derstand, and maintain than code. These models are also defined to be leveraged
at runtime to execute the needed services in such a way that they demand the
adequate user attention in each situation. Moreover, by handle obtrusiveness as
a separate concern, a given task can be presented to each Persona in a complete
different manner just by changing the obtrusiveness space specification, without
altering the service description. As further work, we plan to validate the pre-
sented design strategy and to extend the software infrastructure presented in
[15] for supporting the interpretation of the presented models at runtime and
the unobtrusive execution of the personalized services.
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Abstract. Social Proximity Applications (SPAs) have facilitated social networking 

in the real world. However, most applications are deployed in mobile devices (i.e. 
smartphone, PDA, tablet) restricted to traditional input and output (I/O) interfaces i.e. 
button, keyboard and screen. For people with low interpersonal skills, the require-
ments imposed by traditional interfaces can make their problems worse. In contrast, 
this paper describes the Icebreaker T-shirt, designed with natural interfaces to ease 
face-to-face communication when meeting new people. We discuss its design con-
cept, technical requirements and user experience based on an experiment conducted 
with shy users in which 73% reported that the shirt was helpful to their meetings with 
strangers. 

 
Keywords: Augmented clothing, wearable computing, human-human interaction, 

social networking, user interfaces. 

1 Introduction 

Social networking has become a popular activity with the increasing number of so-
cial networked sites like Facebook [1], LinkedIn [2], and MySpace [3]. Those with 
introduction services that match compatible site members are gaining more attraction 
from Internet users since each member can search and look at the public information 
of others and invite them to be friends if he wishes. Dating websites like Lovestruck 
[4], Match [5] and OkCupid [6] are examples of online communities gaining benefit 
of accessing user information e.g. profiles and preferences. The use of SPAs is a step 
further that augments users online data into mobile computer-mediated communica-
tion (CMC) devices, thus facilitating communication in physical events where users 
are in the same proximate distance.  
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SPAs have been reported as helping high social skilled people but can be a draw-
back for those with low interpersonal skills since checking social cues, approaching 
others and initiating a conversation are their common challenges. In addition, operat-
ing an SPA embedded device using traditional buttons/keyboard and/or scrolling on 
texts up/down its traditional touch-sensitive screen while also making contact with 
latter. 

1.1 Icebreaker T-shirt 

Designed to be worn in real-world social events, Icebreaker T-shirt is aimed at 
making social contact easier by leveraging online social network information (e.g. 
Facebook and LinkedIn) on clothing. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technol-
ogy is used to identify wearers when shaking hands; the shirt then indicates the wear-
ers’ social relationships via a textile-based display, increasing a sense of familiarity 
and helping select new acquaintances (potential friends, partners, colleagues) while 
maintaining the naturalness of the social interaction. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Two prototype Icebreaker T-shirts, worn in a speed dating set up          
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As a preliminary part of a research programme into techniques for adaptation of 
social behaviour in individuals who self-report as socially anxious and consider them-
selves to have low social skills, four prototype T-shirts have been developed with 
unobtrusive interfaces (i.e. handshaking – a natural switch for controlling data ex-
change – and soft-circuit information display) and tested with socially anxious sub-
jects. Using CMC together with the essence of ubiquitous computing and wearable 
design – that naturally place technology in the user environment prior to the reflective 
experience of the user – we examine to what extent unobtrusive interface and uncon-
ventional use of technologies can enhance the effort of the user to improve social 
skills when faced with situations requiring interaction with others, and perhaps lead to 
more meaningful relationships in the real world. 

2  Background 

2.1 Effects of online CMC on shy users 

The Internet makes seeking new friends easier e.g. increasing communication and 
contact across time, distance and personal circumstance. Research on the relation 
between online CMC and shy people shows that the Internet highly attracts this type 
of user: without being overly concerned with social customs and interpreting non-
verbal clues from interaction partners, the user can focus more on information content 
[7]. However, it allows identity distortion, unrealistic expectations in pursuing rela-
tionships, and withdrawal from face-to-face activities; thus making real-world contact 
harder for socially awkward users [8-10]. 

2.2 Benefits of wireless communication 

Integrated with wireless technologies, like Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, in personal com-
puters, SPAs are capable of augmenting online community in real-world events [11-
13]. In addition, screen, keyboard and button –based devices like laptops, tablets or 
smartphones offer rich aesthetics for displayed information e.g. user data are transmit-
ted and generated as picture/graphic/text that change quickly according to the user 
context. However, the physical properties of these devices and traditional interfaces 
for data input and representation require the user’s conscious thought and effort in 
operating the applications. Despite being wearable or carry-able, they put the SPA-
embedded devices as a separate tool and at a “distance” from the user.  
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2.3 Advantages of wireless personal area network (WPAN) and wireless local 
area network (WLAN) 

Wearable computers have become popular tools for facilitating social networking. 
Unlike SPAs that solely rely on distinct, separate devices, wearable computers with 
WPAN enabled can be concealed as part of the user's clothing items. Without the 
users’ effort, WPANs [14] and WLANs [15] connected via ad hoc networks can de-
tect and broadcast his information to others in close proximity. However, this raises 
issue of privacy among ordinary users. For socially anxious/awkward people, this is 
even more of a concern. 

3 Design 

3.1 Requirements 

Making friends is a gradual process of revealing information about oneself; when a 
user has low social skills, this is even more challenging. Developed on a hypothesis 
that familiarity might enhance comfort and relaxation when making contact with new 
acquaintances, the main functionality of Icebreaker T-shirt is to provide friend-
matching clues that help the wearer to start a conversation and generate the conversa-
tion contents. Therefore, designing a social tool for this purpose, technology has to be 
integrated into the user’s environment naturally with little or no extra efforts required 
in operating or accessing information. Social situations are dynamic and complex; 
cognitive overloading is a common incidence in the intended user due to being overly 
aware of feedback from the interaction partner and others; so avoiding forms of I/O 
interfaces that might cause disruption to the user’s physical and psychological experi-
ence is our design goal.  

3.2 Implementation and implication 

Icebreaker T-shirt is equipped with a set of RFID reader and tag embedded on the 
cuff of its long-sleeve on the right to prompt the exchange of identities when two 
wearers shake hands. Many social applications and devices, with wireless technolo-
gies within networks [11-15] put users in a passive position e.g. automatically scan all 
users and their information, then broadcast their information to those that match 
throughout proximity and network. Users who want to keep their data confidential 
may switch off the devices or physically move away from the networks’ coverage. 
Less troublesome to operate and giving the wearer fully control over their infor-
mation, our shirt’s privacy system uses a RFID reader that operates within 4cm. It 
turns a common handshake gesture into a switch controlling identity ex-change. In 
turn the wearer has fully control over their privacy and their decisions e.g. the user 
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might find the person next to him/her not attractive so decide not to exchange infor-
mation with them.  

 
Next to the RFID system, there is a microcontroller designed to retrieve the wear-

ers’ public profiles and preferences from their Facebook pages via a smartphone. In 
the proof-of-concept prototypes used in the first experiment, this feature was left out, 
and information of test subjects was pre-stored in the microcontroller. The micro-
controller then compares information of wearers based on their corresponded profiles 
(i.e. age and sex of people they want to meet) and similar interests (i.e. favorite films, 
music bands, sports and hobbies) and calculates a single overall compatibility score. 
The more things they have in common, the higher their compatibility level becomes. 
This level is used to define the amount of heat generated and sent to the soft-circuit 
display on the front of the shirt. 

 

    

Fig. 2.  The first prototype T-shirt’s right sleeve embedded with RFID system, microcontroller, 
heat circuit and feedback LEDs telling states of identity exchange 

To become fully immersed into the property of fabric, the display is equipped with 
conductive thread and heat-sensitive paints offering physical comfort to wearers. The 
degree of matching between the wearers is conveyed using a coloured bar chart: only 
the overall compatibility level is revealed (via colour change), thus not exposing their 
detailed information in public. The black bar chart converts into colours depending on 
their compatibility degree – higher compatibility triggers hotter colours i.e. red and 
orange, lower triggers colder i.e. green, blue and purple. Assimilating information 
display into the existing feature of the shirt allows its contents to appear in the central 
attention of the wearer when needed and plunge into the periphery when not. This 
principle of Calm Technology [16] is used as a key method to reduce cognitive load 
giving the wearer more background access to the information content. 
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Fig. 3. The display is constructed with heat-sensitive paints and conductive thread in the shape 
of a bar chart. The higher the compatibility level, the more heat is provided to the display caus-

ing the bar chart, initially black, to become more colourful 

4 User experience and evaluation 

An experiment was conducted to test the handshake method of the first prototype 
and evaluate its display that might enhance comfort and relaxation for shy users when 
making contact with strangers; thus helping the user to start a conversation and gener-
ate its content. 

4.1 Experiment 

A pre-test questionnaire was used to recruit test subjects from students in Queen 
Mary University of London during summer 2011. 11 were selected from 18 respond-
ents who self-reported as socially anxious; the rest had known others before the ex-
periment so they were not considered strangers. Consisting of 2 parts, the question-
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naire part 1 is customised from The Henderson/Zimbardo Shyness Questionnaire [17] 
and used to study the nature of anxiety in socially related activities of test subjects. 
Part 2 is designed to collect demographics and preferences for compatibility determi-
nation i.e. age, sex, favorite activities, music, film and sport. The answers were then 
pre-stored in the prototype shirts' microcontroller. Each test subject participated in 2 
speed-dating sessions: one with the shirt and another without.  

 
With a concern that user experience in the with-shirt session might affect that in 

the without-shirt session, we designed the meeting order to have 6 subjects taking part 
in their without-shirt session before the with-shirt session and the rest vice versa. 
Each session could last 8 minutes maximum. Instructions for using the shirt, including 
the meaning of the colour changing bar chart, were given with a request to start each 
session with a handshake. User behaviour during both sessions was video and audio 
recorded, and used in tandem with feedback given in an after-test questionnaire for 
evaluation.  

 

Table 1. An order of 12 speed-dating sessions participated by 11 shy test subjects (A-K). Per-
son Z is not shy but takes part so that subjects A and K both have experience with-shirt (w. 

shirt) and without-shirt (w/o. shirt). 
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shirt 

w. 
shirt 

w/o. 
shirt 

w. 
shirt 
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w/o. 
shirt 

w. 
shirt 

w/o. 
shirt 

w. 
shirt 

Subjects Z A B C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K Z 

                                                                                                                                  

4.2 Result and discussion 

Responses to questions related to the required greeting method show that 91% have 
no negative opinion towards handshaking since it is a common greeting and reflects 
people’s personality and influences first impressions. However, the majority of test 
subjects come from the UK and Western countries where this type of greeting are 
common in their cultures. To the questions concerning the functionality of the shirt, 
73% say it was helpful to their meeting with strangers. One said: “It gave a sense of 
having something in common to begin the conversation, something we both were in-
terested in. Whereas when we didn’t have the shirt, I felt we were only trying to make 
small talk.” A pair whose compatibility level equals zero and seeing no change on the 
display part of the shirt said: “I couldn’t tell if the display had changed but the com-
patibility seems to encourage and comfort.” 
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Fig. 4. User experience based on feedback given via an after-test questionnaire 
 
 

 

Fig. 5. User experience based on recorded video 
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For subjects who generated conversation topics from the compatibility display, the 
recorded videos show that after seeing the change of display, they asked each other 
about preferences (given via the pre-test questionnaire during the recruitment) so as to 
find out their commonalities; music and professional background were the most popu-
lar topics, hobby came second, whereas age and sex were not mentioned in any ses-
sions. Unmatched answers (e.g. differences in their preferences) influence longer 
topic’s length compared to the matched answers. However, this also depends on the 
inquisitive nature of the session partner – if one appeared to engage in the preferences 
which he or she was not familiar with, the other talked more about that preference. In 
some sessions, the unmatched preferences occupied almost the entire session. Reveal-
ing these preferences to one another serves as a source for conversation topics as well 
as content. This is where the dynamic of Slow Technology [18] plays its part in our 
design approach: using the compatibility level to indicate the existence of commonali-
ties while concealing the details, the interface promotes interaction and reflection, 
thus enabling conversation.  

 
Nonetheless, there is a slightly greater number of test subjects appearing more re-

laxed using the shirt. No subjects left their with-shirt session before the end of ses-
sion, whereas some stayed up to only 5-6 minutes in their without-shirt session. 67% 
paid attention to the compatibility display, which was used to generate conversation 
topics. A pair observed the changing bar chart at the beginning of their session and 
used it to open a conversation, others paid attention to it either in the middle or close 
to the end of their sessions.  

 
The sample tested was small, partly due to the condition that all subjects must be 

unknown to each other, and the algorithm used in user profile matching was less so-
phisticated compared to those used in speed dating sites or in reviewed literatures. 
However, the experiment has underlined some problems and potentials of this ap-
proach to designing technologies to improve interpersonal skills of the users. 

5 Conclusion 

We have presented a proof-of-concept social clothing prototype, designed to im-
prove social interaction for shy users. Its design centres around its unobtrusive I/O 
interfaces, designed to fit naturally within face-to-face communication; we hypothe-
sise that this eases the physical and psychological experience of the intended user. 
Preliminary results give tentative support for our hypothesis and suggest that the ap-
proach is feasible. 
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Abstract. We present a generalized data mining approach to the detection of 

health problems and falls in the elderly for the purpose of prolonging their au-

tonomous living. The input for the data mining algorithm is the output of the 

motion-capture system. The approach is general since it uses a k-nearest-

neighbor algorithm and dynamic time warping with the time series of all the 

measurable joint angles for the attributes instead of a more specific approach 

with medically defined attributes. Even though the presented approach is more 

general and can be used to differentiate other types of activities or health prob-

lems, it achieves very high classification accuracies, similar to the more specific 

approaches described in the literature. 

Keywords: health problems, activities, falls, elderly, machine learning, data 

mining. 

1 Introduction 

The amount of elderly people in the developed countries is high and is increasing 

[20]. In many cases elderly fear being unable to obtain help if they are injured or ill. 

In recent decades this fear has resulted in research attempts to find assistive technolo-

gies to make the living of elderly people easier and more independent. The aim of this 

study is to provide ambient assistive-living services to improve the quality of life of 

older adults living at home.  

 We propose a generalized approach to an intelligent and ubiquitous care 

system to recognize a few of the most common and important health problems in the 

elderly, which can be detected by observing and analyzing the characteristics of their 

movement. 

 It is two-step approach as shown in Figure 1. In the first step it classifies the 

person's activities into five activities, including two types of falls. In the second step it 

classifies classified walking instances from the first step into five different health 

states: one healthy (N) and four unhealthy.  

 The activities are: fall (F), unconscious fall (UF), walking (W), stand-

ing/sitting (SS), lying down/lying (L). The types of abnormal health states are: hemi-

plegia (usually the result of a stroke, H), Parkinson’s disease (P), pain in the leg (L), 

pain in the back (B).  

 The movement of the user is captured with a motion-capture system, which 

consists of tags attached to the body, whose coordinates are acquired by sensors lo-
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cated in the apartment. The output time series of the coordinates are modeled with the 

proposed data-mining approach in order to recognize the specific activity or health 

problem. The architecture of the system is presented in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of the system 

1.1 Relevance of the presented work for the semantic ambient media 

Ambient-assisted living can be combined with intelligent systems into a new sub-area 

of semantic ambient media – health-monitoring media – which is the area of the pre-

sented paper. In line with the definition of media, the health monitoring medium is a 

transmission tool used to deliver information (content) from a physical world to a 

digital world and vice versa. It uses sensors to capture data from the environment; i.e., 

body movement.  

 Then, the machine learning and data mining [24] are used to model the un-

derlying processes that have generated the collected data. The models explain the data 

and they are used to recognize health problems of elderly, which is information deliv-

ered to a digital world. This information is transmitted back to a physical world 

through its representation to a user, i.e., presentation of the diagnosis to a medical 

expert. 

1.2 Organisation of the study 

The presented study is organized as follows. The second section provides a review of 

the related work in the field. The third section gives a description of the data and the 

methods that were used in the study. The fourth section presents the experiments and 

results, supported by tables. The last section concludes the study and provides ideas 

for further work. 

2 Related work 

In related studies the motion is normally captured with inertial sensors [19, 1], com-

puter vision and also with a specific sensor for measuring the angle of joint deflection 

[15] or with electromyography [21]. In our study an infra-red (IR) sensor system with 

tags attached to the body [5] was used.  
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Call for 
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 We do not only address the recognition of activities of daily living, such as 

walking, sitting, lying, etc. and the detection of falling, which has been addressed 

many times [3, 10], but also the recognition of health problems based on motion data. 

 Using a similar motion-capture system to that in our approach, the automatic 

distinction between health problems such as hemiplegia and diplegia is presented [9]. 

However, a much more common approach to the recognition of health problems is the 

capturing of movement that is later manually examined by medical experts [15, 4, 

12]. Such an approach has a major drawback in comparison to ours, because it needs 

to be constantly monitored by medical professionals. 

 The paper [11] presented a review of assistive technologies for care of the 

elderly. The first technology consists of a set of alarm systems installed at people’s 

homes. The system includes a device in the form of a mobile phone, a pendant or a 

chainlet that has an alarm button. They are used to alert and communicate with a war-

den. When the warden is not available, the alert is sent to the control center. However, 

such devices are efficient only if the person recognizes the emergency and has the 

physical and mental capacity to press the alarm button. 

 The second technology presented in [11] is video-monitoring. The audio-

video communication is done in real time over an ordinary telephone line. The video 

can be viewed on a monitor or domestic television. The problems of the presented 

solution are ethical issues, since elderly users do not want to be monitored by video 

[3]. Moreover, such an approach requires the constant attention of the emergency 

center. 

 Miskelly [11] also presented a technology based on health monitors. The 

health monitor is worn on the wrist and continuously monitors the pulse, skin temper-

ature and movement. At the beginning of the system’s use, the pattern for the user is 

learned. Afterwards, any deviations are detected and alarms are sent to the emergency 

center. Such a system detects collapses, faints, blackouts, etc.  

 Another presented technology is the group of fall detectors. They measure 

the accelerations of the person using tags worn around the waist or the upper chest. If 

the accelerations exceed a threshold during a time period, an alarm is raised and sent 

to the community alarm service. Bourke et al. [2] presented the acceleration data pro-

duced during the activities of daily living and when a person falls. The data was ac-

quired by monitoring young subjects performing simulated falls. In addition, elderly 

people performed the activities of daily living. Then, by defining the appropriate 

threshold it is possible to distinguish between the accelerations during falls and the 

accelerations produced during the normal activities of daily living. In this way accel-

erometers with a threshold can be used to monitor elderly people and recognize falls. 

However, threshold-based algorithms produce mistakes, for instance, quickly standing 

up from or sitting down on a chair could result in crossing the threshold, which is 

erroneously recognized as a fall. 

 Rudel [16] proposed the architecture of a system that enables the control of 

users in their homes. It consists of three levels. The first level represents the ill people 

in their homes equipped with communication and measurement devices. The second 

level is the information and communication technology that enables the communica-

tion with the main server. The third level is the telemedicine center, including the 

duty operator, doctors and technical support, the center for the implementation of 

direct assistance at home, and the team of experts for implementing the telemedicine 
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services. Such a system does not provide any automatic detection of unusual behavior 

but instead requires constant observation by the medical center.    

 Perolle et al. [13] described an elderly-care system that consists of a mobile 

module worn by the user all the time that is able to locate the user, detect falls and 

monitor the user’s activity. In addition, this device is connected to a call center, where 

the data is collected, analyzed, and emergency situations are managed.  The mobile 

module is worn on a belt. It produces an alarm, provides the possibility to cancel it, 

shows the battery status, etc.  In addition, it monitors the user activity and gives it 

three classifications: low, medium and high. Once a day, the data is sent to the call 

center for analysis. The user is located with a GPS, for when it is necessary to respond 

to alarms and to locate the user if he/she gets lost. The mobile module also provides 

bidirectional voice communication between the user and the call center in order to 

communicate critical information immediately. 

 The studies [14, 22] differentiate between the same five health states as pre-

sented in this study, but are more specific due to the use of 13 medically defined at-

tributes. The currently presented study instead uses very general attributes of the an-

gles between body parts, allowing the system to use the same attributes and the same 

classification methods for differentiating between five activities and between five 

health states.  

 The aim of this study is to realize an automatic classifier that is able to sup-

port the autonomous living of the elderly by detecting falls and health problems that 

are recognizable through movement. Earlier works (e.g., [7]) describe machine-

learning techniques employed to analyze activities based on the static positions and 

recognized postures of the users. Although these kinds of approaches can leverage a 

wealth of machine-learning techniques, they fail to take into account the dynamics of 

the movement. 

 The present work has instead the aim to recognize movements by observing 

the time series of the movements of the users. Better activity-recognition performance 

can be achieved by using pattern-matching techniques, which take into account all of 

the sensors’ readings, in parallel, considering their time course. 

3 Materials and methods 

3.1 Targeted activities and health problems for detection  

The proposed system uses a two-step approach for the recognition of important situa-

tions. All the situations that we are recognizing were suggested by the collaborating 

medical expert on the basis of occurrence in the elderly aged over 65, the medical 

significance and the feasibility of their recognition from movements. Thus, in the first 

step we are recognizing five activities: accidental fall, unconscious fall, walking, 

standing/sitting, lying down/lying. We are focusing on differentiating between "acci-

dental fall" and "unconscious fall":  

 Accidental fall: as the name suggests it happens due to an accident. The types of 

accidental falls are, e.g., stumbling and slipping. If the person does not hurt 

him/herself after it, he/she does not need medical attention. 
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 Unconscious fall: this happens due to an illness or a short loss of consciousness. In 

most cases the person who falls in this way needs medical attention. 

 The other three activities of interest are common activities at home, also 

known as the activities of daily living (ADL). 

In the second step we focused on four health problems and normal walking as a refer-

ence in accordance with the suggestions received from the collaborating medical ex-

pert. The following four health problems were chosen as the most appropriate [4]: 

 Parkinson’s disease: a degenerative disease of the brain (central nervous system) 

that often impairs motor skills, speech, and other functions. The symptoms are fre-

quently tremor, rigidity and postural instability. The rate of the tremor is approxi-

mately 4–6 Hz. The tremor is present when the involved part(s), usually the arms 

or neck, are at rest. It is absent or diminished with sleep, sedation, and when per-

forming skilled acts. 

 Hemiplegia: is the paralysis of the arm, leg and torso on the same side of the body. 

It is usually the result of a stroke, although diseases affecting the spinal cord and 

the brain are also capable of producing this state. The paralysis hampers move-

ment, especially walking, and can thus cause falls. 

 Pain in the leg: resembles hemiplegia in that the step with one leg is different 

from the step with the other. In the elderly this usually means pain in the hip or in 

the knee. 

 Pain in the back: this is similar to hemiplegia and pain in the leg in terms of the 

inequality of steps; however, the inequality is not as pronounced as in walking with 

pain in the leg. 

 The classification into five activities and into five health problems was made 

using the k-nearest-neighbor machine-learning algorithm and dynamic time warping 

for the similarity measure. 

3.2 Attributes for data mining 

The recordings consisted of the position coordinates for the 12 tags that were worn on 

the shoulders, the elbows, the wrists, the hips, the knees and the ankles, sampled at 10 

Hz. The tag coordinates were acquired with a Smart IR motion-capture system with a 

0.5-mm standard deviation of noise. 

 From the motion-capture system we obtain the position of each tag in x-y-z 

coordinates. Achieving the appropriate representation of the user’s behavior activity 

was a challenging part of our research. The behavior needs to be represented by sim-

ple and general attributes, so that the classifier using these attributes will also be gen-

eral and work well on behaviors that are different from those in our recordings. It is 

not difficult to design attributes specific to our recordings; such attributes would work 

well on them. However, since our recordings captured only a small part of the whole 

range of human behavior, overly specific attributes would likely fail on general be-

havior.  
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 Considering the above mentioned, we designed attributes such as the angles 

between adjacent body parts. The angles between body parts that rotate in more than 

one direction are expressed with quaternions: 

 t
SLq  and t

SRq ... left and right shoulder angles with respect to the upper torso at 

time t 

 t
HLq   and t

HRq  ... left and right hip angles with respect to the lower torso 

 t
TUq  and t

TLq   ... the angle (orientation) of the upper and of the lower torso 

 t
EL , t

ER , t
KL  and t

KR  ... left and right elbow angles, left and right knee 

angles. 

3.3 Dynamic Time Warping 

We will present dynamic time warping (DTW) as a robust technique to measure the 

“distance” between two time series [8]. Dynamic Time Warping aligns two time se-

ries in such a way that some distance measure is minimized (usually the Euclidean 

distance is used). Optimal alignment (minimum distance warp path) is obtained by 

allowing the assignment of multiple successive values of one time series to a single 

value of the other time series and therefore the DTW can also be calculated on time 

series of different lengths. 

 The time series have similar shapes, but are not aligned in time. While the 

Euclidean distance measure does not align the time series, the DTW does address the 

problem of time difference. By using DTW an optimal alignment is found among 

several different warp paths. This can be easily represented if two time series A = (a1, 

a2, ..., an) and B = (b1, b2, ..., bm), , i ja b R  are arranged to form a n-by-m grid. Each 

grid point corresponds to an alignment between the elements  ia A
 and jb B

. A 

warp path 1, 2 ,..., ,...k KW w w w w
 is a sequence of grid points where each kw

 corre-

sponds to a point 
( , )ki j

 – the warp path W maps elements of sequences A and B. 
 
From all possible warp paths the DTW finds the optimal one [23]: 

 

1

( , ) min ( )



 
  

  


K

W k

k

DTW A B d w  

 

The d(wk) is the distance between the elements of the time series. 

 

The purpose of DTW is to find the minimum distance warp path between two time 

series. Dynamic programming can be used for this task. Instead of solving the entire 

problem all at once, solutions to sub-problems (sub-series) are found and used to re-

peatedly find the solution to a slightly larger problem. Let DTW(A, B) be the distance 

of the optimal warp path between time series A = (a1, a2, ..., an) and B = (b1, b2, ..., 
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bm) and let D(i, j) = DTW (A’, B’) be the distance of the optimal warp path between 

the prefixes of the time series A and B: 

 

1 2 1 2

(0,0) 0

' ( , ,..., ), ' ( , ,..., )

0 ,0



 

   

i j
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A a a a B b b b

i n j m

 

 

DTW(A, B) can be calculated using the following recursive equations: 
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The distance between two values of the two time series (e.g. the Euclidean distance) 

is d(ai, bj). The most common way of calculating DTW(A, B) is to construct a n*m 

cost matrix M, where each cell corresponds to the distance of the minimum distance 

warp path between the prefixes of the time series A and B: 

 

( , ) ( , )

1 ,1



   

M i j D i j

i n j m
 

 

Procedure starts by calculating all the fields with small indexes and then progressively 

continues to calculate the fields with higher indexes: 

 for i = 1...n 

  for j = 1...m 

   M(i,j) = min(M(i-1,j), M(i,j-1), M(i,j)) +    

 dst(ai,bj ) 

The value in the cell of a matrix M with the highest indexes M(n,m) is the distance 

corresponding to the minimum distance warp path. A minimum distance warp path 

can be obtained by following cells with the smallest values from M(n,m) to M(1, 1).  

Many attempts to speed up DTWs have been proposed [18]; these can be categorized 

as constraints. Constraints limit the minimum distance warp path search space by 

reducing the allowed warp along the time axis. The two most commonly used con-

straints are the Sakoe-Chiba Band [17] and Itakura Parallelogram [6]. 

3.4 Modification of the algorithm for multidimensional classification 

The DTW algorithm commonly described in the literature is suitable for aligning one-

dimensional time series. This work employed a modification of the DTW, which 

makes it suitable for multidimensional classification.  

 First, each time point of the captured time series consisting of the positions 

of the 12 tags coming out of the motion-capture system is transformed into angle 
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attribute space, as defined before. The classification is then performed in the trans-

formed space.  

 To align an input recording with a template recording (on which the classifier 

was trained), we first have to compute the matrix of local distances, d(i,j), in which 

each element (i, j) represents the local distance between the i-th time point of the tem-

plate and the input at the time j. Let Cjs be a generic attribute-vector element relative 

to a template recording, and Qis be the attribute-vector element relative to a new input 

recording to recognize, where 1 s N   is the considered attribute. 

 For the definition of distance the Euclidean distance was used, defined as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 The value of the minimum global distance for the complete alignment of the 

DTW procedure, i.e., the final algorithm output, is found in the last column and row, 

D(Tr, Tr). The optimal alignment can also be efficiently found by back tracing 

through the matrix: the alignment path starts from D(Tr, Tr), then it proceeds, at each 

step, by selecting the cell that contains the minimum cumulative distance between 

those cells allowed by the alignment path constraints until D(1, 1) is reached. 

4 Experiments and results 

The DTW algorithm attempts to stretch and compress an input time series in order to 

minimize a suitably chosen distance measure from a given template. We used a near-

est-neighbor classifier based on this distance measure to design the algorithm as a fall 

detector and a disease classifier. 

 The classification process considers one input time series, comparing it with 

the whole set of templates, computing the minimum global distance for each align-

ment and assuming that the input recording is in the same class of the template with 

which the alignment gives the smallest minimum global distance (analogous to in-

stance-based learning). 

 The proposed algorithms were tested with the methodology and the data set 

described in the study. The 10-fold cross-validation for the 5-nearest-neighbor classi-

fier resulted in a classification accuracy of 97.5 % and 97.6 % for the activities and 

health problems, respectively. The results show that in the proposed approach false 

positives/negatives are very rare, i.e., they would not cause many unnecessary ambu-

lance costs. Since the method accurately classified most real health problems, it repre-

sents high confidence and safety for its potential use in the care of the elderly. 

5 Conclusion 

This study presented an unobtrusive semantic health-monitoring medium for the dis-

covery of health problems and falls in the elderly for the purpose of prolonging the 

autonomous living of the elderly using time-series data mining. It is general in the 

sense that it does not use specific medically defined attributes but the general ap-
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proach of a combined k-nearest-neighbor algorithm with multidimensional dynamic 

time warping.  

It is a two-step approach. In the first step it classifies the person's activities into five 

activities, including different types of falls. In the second step it classifies walking 

patterns into five different health states: one healthy and four unhealthy. Even though 

the new approach is more general and can also be used to classify other types of activ-

ities or health problems, it still achieves high classification accuracies, similar to the 

more specific kind of approach. 
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Abstract. This paper presents an intuitive, implicit, gesture based identification 

system suited for applications such as the user login to home multimedia 

services, with less strict security requirements. The term “implicit gesture” in 

this work refers to a natural physical hand manipulation of the control device 

performed by the user, who picks it up from its neutral motionless position or 

shakes it. For reference with other related systems, explicit and well defined 

identification gestures were used. User evaluation study results show that our 

algorithm ensures nearly 100% recognition accuracy when using explicit 

identification signature gestures and between 88% and 77% recognition 

accuracy when the system needs to distinguish between 5 and 10 users, using 

the implicit “pick-up” gesture. Performance of the proposed system is 

comparable to the results of other related works when using explicit 

identification gestures, while showing that implicit gesture based identification 

is also possible and viable. 

Keywords: accelerometer, gesture, human-computer interaction, non-invasive, 

user identification. 

1 Introduction and Motivation 

The personalization of applications and services has in recent years evolved from a 

desired feature to an almost mandatory feature. Additionally, the users are facing an 

increasing phenomenon of information overload and user tailored selection of content 

is one of the logical solutions of the problem. Regardless of the approach used for 

personalized content recommendation, these systems need to identify the user before 

recommendations can be made. Consequently, user identification is used for logins in 

most of the multimedia systems including IPTV systems [1] offering personalized 

recommendations of TV shows and VoD content, converged IPTV and telephony 

services [2], as well as gaming consoles, where personalized settings, game progress, 

etc., are strongly bound to individual users. However, from the point of view of the 

technology, provision of these heterogeneous and multimedia rich applications is very 

demanding. Knowing the user’s identity can alleviate this problem and thus be used to 
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provide personalized delivery of multimedia rich content as well as a Quality of 

Experience (QoE) level adaptation and assurance [3]. 

 

User identification strategies are usually based on something the user owns (a card, a 

key, etc.) or on some secret information the user knows (a password of some kind). A 

lot of effort has been invested into prevention of accidental or malicious transfer of 

this secret information, thus many of the systems rely on biometrics for user 

identification, which identifies people using their physiological features [4]. Most 

advanced mechanisms include iris recognition [5], fingerprint recognition [6], hand 

geometry recognition [7], face recognition [8], and multimodal biometrics [9]. As 

these approaches often require the integration of additional hardware and software 

components (e.g. special cameras, fingerprint readers) they are usually not widely 

integrated into mobile/home devices, such as mobile phones and remote controllers. 

In addition, these approaches require users to perform specific interventions. The 

readings of iris or fingerprints are thus considered as invasive activities in the 

identification process. 

On the other hand, an increasing number of consumer electronic devices, including 

mobile phones and remote controllers, are equipped with accelerometers, enabling a 

device to “sense” how it is physically moved and manipulated by the user. Therefore 

we have developed a new approach for user identification, named “Gesture Based 

user iDentification” method (GBiD). The term “gesture” in our work refers to a 

natural physical manipulation of the controlling device performed by the user. 

Standard control gestures (e.g. directional gestures, simple geometry shapes related 

gestures and word/letter related gestures), as presented in [10], can be classified as an 

example of explicit and well defined gestures. On the other hand, very loosely defined 

gestures, which are inherently embedded into other user actions, can be classified as 

implicit. An example of such implicit gesture is a simple “shake” of the control device 

(e.g. remote controller, mobile phone). An even more intuitive and implicit gesture is 

the “pick-up” gesture. It is performed when the user picks up the control device from 

its neutral motionless position and takes hold of it in a no particular predefined way. 

In the presented paper we will show, that implicit gesture based user identification 

using a single 3-axis accelerometer, based on loosely defined gestures, which can 

even be identical for all users, is possible and viable. A Dynamic Time Warping 

(DTW) method [11] is used in the proposed user identification system. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related work is presented in section 2; 

a description of the proposed implicit gesture based system is described in section 3; 

experiment setup and evaluation method in section 4, results are presented in section 

5; while discussion, key conclusions and future work references are drawn in sections 

6 and 7 respectively. 

2 Related Work 

The science of biometrics has received a lot of research attention because it provides a 

reliable and very adaptable method of confirming specific user’s identity or 

distinguishing between identities of different users. A biometric system is essentially 
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a pattern recognition system that operates by collecting, processing and matching 

various user biometric data. Depending on the specific application context, user 

verification or user identification modes are possible. In the verification mode (1:1 

mode), a specific user’s identity is either confirmed or denied by matching captured 

biometric data to templates stored in the system database. In the identification mode 

(1:N mode), an individual user is recognized among many (N) users by searching the 

templates of all users for a match. An introduction to biometric recognition is given in 

[12].  

Haptics can also be employed for human authentication as shown in [13]. The 

authors explore the use of haptics, which allows a user to touch, feel, manipulate, 

create, and/or alter simulated three-dimensional objects in a virtual environment. 

Most of the existing applications of haptics are dedicated to hone human physical 

skills such as sensitive hardware repair, medical procedures, handling hazardous 

substances, etc. These skills can be trained in a realistic virtual world, and describe 

human behavioral patterns in human–computer interaction environments. The 

measurement of such psychomotor patterns can be used to verify a person’s identity 

by assessing unique-to-the-individual behavioral attributes.  

User body and hand gestures can be used as an effective and very intuitive way of 

interaction in virtual environments and manipulation of 3D data, as shown in [14]. 

While traditional gesture recognition systems are visual input based, recent advances 

in electronics allow for accurate and cost-effective gesture data acquisition using 

accelerometer sensor equipped devices. A lot of research effort has been given to user 

body and hand gesture recognition systems based on accelerometer data. Most 

acceleration based gesture recognition systems use Bayesian networks [15] or Hidden 

Markov Models for recognition [16-18]. At the same time, gestures used are either 

very simplified, such as directional movements, circles or Arabic numbers, or very 

different [18-19] from each other, which, to some extent, simplifies the recognition 

process. Applications based on gesture recognition have been presented in [20]. 

Relatively little research effort has been given to acceleration based gesture user 

identification, however. Among relevant works we find [21], where authors describe a 

gesture based user verification system. The authors introduce a concept of “muscle 

memory” where a given suite of motor skills (a handwritten signature for example) 

through repetition over time and the ability through brain activity to inculcate and 

instill can be memorized in such a way they become unique for each person. Gestures 

used are personal signatures performed in space - “3D signatures”, which are specific 

and very different for each user. The importance of this work is the idea, that 

locomotive physiological features can be used for user identification.  

The work by Okumura et al. [22-23] presents a gesture based biometric 

identification method using arm swing motions. The authors explore several 

identification algorithms, including squared error of Euclidean distance, error of angle 

and Dynamic Programming-matching. Gestures used are again very well defined in a 

way they are performed by users. 

Another gesture based user authentication study has been reported by Liu et al. [24-

25]. The authors focus on feasibility and usability aspects of gesture based 

authentication and present an evaluation study results based on their own “uWave” 

recognition system. The implementation is based upon the dynamic time warping 

approach. The study reports very good results with 98% success rate. However, only 
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groups with five concurrent users were tested and gestures used are very deliberately 

chosen to be specific and very different for each user. Furthermore, gestures used are 

quite distinctive and well defined or explicit. 

In comparison to other gesture based user identification systems works [21-25], our 

approach does not require the user to perform some predefined user interaction 

gestures, such as circles or signature gestures. Furthermore, gestures used in our 

system can be identical for all users and implicit in nature, describing the way they 

are performed by the user. 

3 Intuitive Gesture Based User Identification System 

Our research has shown that it is possible to use the non-invasive and implicit 

gestures, to differentiate between users with sufficient statistical relevance. In contrast 

to the most known gesture recognition systems, our method supports a non-invasive 

and user-friendly approach, namely the usage of very simple and loosely defined user 

gestures (e.g. remote control “pickup” or “shake” gesture) Finally, the identification 

can be based on  similar or identical gestures for all users. 

3.1   Identification Gestures and the Dataset 

For identification, three different types of gestures were selected: “a signature”, “a 

shake” and “a pick-up” gesture. For comparison with existing gesture based 

identification systems we selected a personal name signature gesture in a form of 

particular user’s name. For example, a user named Emilija would write “Emilija” with 

suitable hand movements in a form of a free 3D gesture in space. These gestures, 

according to our definition, are classified as well defined and explicit and are different 

for each participant. On the other hand, the “shake” and “pick-up” gestures are 

classified as implicit in our identification experiment. A “shake” gesture depicts a 

movement, which occurs when the user simply shakes the control device in a no 

predefined way (e.g. remote controller, mobile phone). 

 An even more intuitive and implicit gesture represents the “pick-up” gesture. It 

describes the action of simply picking up the control device from its neutral position, 

usually resting on a flat surface (e.g. a table). This gesture is implicitly inherent in any 

active user-to-system interaction and thus convenient and very intuitive to use. When 

compared to the personal name signature gesture, the “pick-up” gesture is 

significantly less defined from the end user’s point of view.  

For practical reasons a simple, wide-spread and cost-effective solution was selected 

as a gesture acquisition device - the Nintendo WiiMote remote controller. With a 

built-in three-axis accelerometer and a guaranteed dynamic range of 3g, 8 bits per 

axis resolution and 100Hz sample rate frequency in average this device turned out be 

a reasonable choice. The recorded gestures are acquired as a time series and are stored 

in the form of a four column matrix (N x M). The first column contains the timestamp 

data, while the other three columns represent acceleration data in all three dimensions 

(accX, accY, accZ) respectively. Typical duration of performed gestures is in the 
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interval of 1-5 seconds, thus corresponding to 100-500 data samples. 

A typical example of the “pick-up” gesture acceleration footprint is presented in 

Fig. 1. The x-axis units are data samples, where 100 samples stretch over a 1 second 

period. The y-axis units are fractions of g-force and thus contain acceleration data, for 

samples in x, y and z directions. They are presented with dotted-dashed blue (x), 

dashed green (y) and solid red lines (z). As all users are identified through execution 

of the same gesture, the acceleration footprints are similar for all users. Thus, user 

identification presents a greater technological challenge. 

 

Fig. 1. Example of gesture “pick-up” acceleration footprint (processed in MatLab). 

3.2  Gesture Based User Identification System 

The procedure used in our gesture based user identification system (GBiD) is 

presented in Fig. 2. It consists of learning and identification phases. In the learning 

phase one or more training gestures TGY of user Y are recorded as input to the system. 

The system allows for recognition with as few as only one training gesture per user. 

During the identification phase, a user X performs the identification gesture which 

is passed as input to the GBiD process as a validation gesture (VGX). The validation 

gesture is compared to all gesture templates in the dataset belonging to all users using 

the DTW method and the best matching gesture (maximum gesture similarity which 

equals minimum DTW similarity distance) is selected. The identification is successful 

if the selected gesture indeed belongs to the dataset of user X.  

 

Fig. 2. Gesture based user identification system architecture. 
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All gestures (training and validation) are first pre-processed using our smart-

decimation method in order to increase the recognition accuracy and speed. Our 

“smart-decimation” method processes the acceleration data in all three axes 

simultaneously and removes only those vector gesture samples that do not change 

significantly over time and thus carry less relevant data. Consequently, the gesture 

length is significantly reduced, which increases the processing performance. 

At the core of our implicit gesture based user identification method is the Dynamic 

Time Warping method. It has inherent abilities to compare time series of different 

lengths and sample rates and is therefore well suited for this task. The minimum DTW 

distance is used as a similarity measure between the time series. Gestures acquired 

with accelerometer sensors can be described as multidimensional time series, which 

makes the proposed method well suited for our purposes, as is also evident from 

related work [21-25]. 

To increase performance and accuracy we have extended the original DTW method 

to process three-dimensional signals which represent acceleration in all three 

Cartesian axes. The acceleration data (accX, accY, accZ) is combined using the 

Euclidean distance measure and used in the DTW calculation. 

The top K-best matches with the lowest calculated DTW similarity distances 

between training and validation gestures are selected. The K factor determines the 

number of best matches that are further used in the decision process. In our current 

study only the best match was used in the decision process (K=1), although multiple 

matches could be used and thus even better results could be achieved. 

The system was implemented partly in C# and partly in MatLab. For flexibility and 

performance reasons a special gesture data acquisition application was developed in 

the .Net C# environment. Data preprocessing, analysis and validation algorithms were 

implemented in MatLab. 

4 Experiment Setup and Evaluation Method 

Ten participants took part in the user evaluation study. Seven of them were male and 

three were female. The youngest participant was 25 years old, whilst the oldest 

participant was 45 years old. The average participant’s age was 32 years (6.21 

standard deviation). Three participants declared themselves as expert users of 

multimedia systems and four as regular users. Three participants said they were 

occasional users and only had little experience with multimedia systems. Previous 

experience with multimedia systems was assessed on a five point Likert scale, where 

1 indicated little or no experience and 5 an expert user. An expert user has a lot of 

experience with multimedia systems and control devices on different devices (set-top-

box, smart phone, tablet PC, etc.) on a daily basis. Among the participants one user 

was left handed while the other were right handed. 

The main experimental objective was to determine the recognition success rate of 

the proposed method dependent on the size of target group population and also in 

comparison to traditional gesture based user recognition using well defined explicit 

(e.g. signature gestures) and different gestures per each user.  
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 The experiment itself was conducted over a period of 11 days in order to learn 

about temporal stability and recognition success rate. On the first day (day 0) three 

training gestures for each selected gesture type (personal signature gesture, “shake” 

and “pick-up” gestures) per each user were collected. Then on each following day 

(day 1 to day 10) only one additional validation gesture for each selected gesture type 

per each user was collected. A 10-fold temporal cross validation procedure was used 

for evaluation of the proposed system. Appropriate dataset consisting of all collected 

gestures was dynamically constructed and validation gestures were compared to the 

dataset (e.g. dataset for day 5 consisted of original three training gestures recorded on 

day 0 as well as from five validation gestures recorded from days 1 to 5 and was used 

to validate gestures recorded on day 6). 

5 Results 

User recognition success rate is expressed as a number of successful user recognitions 

vs. all recognition attempts and is presented in graphs in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. User recognition success rate (in %) for various user target group sizes (left) and a 

detailed daily results for target group size of ten users (right). 

 The presented graph in Fig. 3 (left) illustrates the various gesture type detection 

methods in relationship to successful user recognitions as a function of various user 

group sizes (from 1 to 10). The results are cummulative, thus the percentage of 

success rates is given over a period of time of the full 10 test days for a particular user 

group size. For example, for target group size of 10 users, a total of 100 recognition 

attempts were performed per each recognition gesture type – 10 users X 10 days.  

 Fig. 3 (right) shows the detailed changes of the results of various detection 

methods over a time period of 10 days with a constant group size of 10 users. 

6 Discussion 

The results of our research clearly show that motion gesture based user identification 

is possible. For comparison with relevant related works, our proposed gesture based 

identification system was tested on the explicit identification gestures, such as user 

signatures, as well as on the implicit “shake” and “pick-up” gestures. The 
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experimental results show, that nearly 100% recognition success rate (lowest score 

was 98.8% on group size of 8 users) was achieved when users used their name 

signatures as identification gestures. This suggests that the Dynamic Time Warping 

method performs very well when comparing distinct and different input time series. 

Consequently we can conclude that our system’s performance is comparable to results 

of other respectable related works. 

To estimate how user’s gesture execution changes over time, the experiment was 

conducted over a period of 10 days. The achieved average recognition success rate 

tested on 10 users is 82% for the “shake” gesture and 77% for the “pick-up” gesture 

as shown in Fig. 3 right. More specifically, the results range from 70% on day 1 to 

90% on day 10 for the “shake” gesture and from 60% on day 1 to 90% on day 10 for 

the “pick-up” gesture. This suggests good overall temporal stability of the proposed 

system, however recognition success rate variations on days 2-3 and 6-7 for “shake” 

and “pick-up” gesture suggest different users’ execution of identification gestures. 

The gesture based user identification system learns from users as they use it and thus 

provide more training gesture data. Users can perform their identification gestures in 

any way they wish and do not have to adjust to the system. 

When comparing the results of various target user group sizes (Fig. 3 left), we 

achieved 95% (“shake”) and 93% (“pick-up”) recognition success rate for the group 

size of 4 users. The results then drop to approx. 88% (“shake”) and 85% (“pick-up”) 

recognition success rates for the group sizes of 5-7 users. According to [26] the 

average household size in Europe is less than three users per family. This suggests 

that the proposed system could be used for non-critical and intuitive user 

identification in a home family environment for a number of multimedia applications 

and services. The proposed identification system could also be used on mobile 

devices for simple functions, such as unlocking the device with a simple shake or 

twist. However, this is not the primary application of the proposed system and 

additional single post-processing (e.g. motion compensation) will be required due to 

the possible external environmental movement distractions (e.g. walking movement). 

The results for the “shake” and “pick-up” gestures are understandably lower from 

the ones obtained for the “signature” gesture, because the gestures used were the same 

for all users. Furthermore, slightly lower results for the “pick-up” gesture indicate that 

this gesture is less distinct and thus more implicit. The trade-off is of course usage of 

a simple and intuitive gesture, which was one of the main goals of our work. 

7 Conclusions 

The experimental results have shown that implicit gesture based identification of 

users is possible with statistical relevance. Even though this level of accuracy may not 

yet be suitable for employment in services with very strict security demands like 

online banking, etc., the results are satisfactory for typical home multimedia services 

and applications. Further experiments will be conducted using a number of different 

gestures such as twist, swing, etc., combined with additional gyroscopic data. In 

addition, combinations of gestures will be evaluated such as “pick-up and shake”, as 

this approach may further increase the identification accuracy. Different gestures or 
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their combinations may prove to provide a more reliable identification and the system 

itself could propose the most suitable gestures for certain types of services. 

Furthermore, we will test our approach on the young and the elderly in order to assess 

the success rate in a typical home family environment. We expect that greater 

physiological user diversity should even improve the performance. 

During these experiments, more than one gesture will be used in the decision 

process (e.g. K=3) and other soft decision making mechanisms will be evaluated like 

fuzzy logic, for example. This may increase the recognition accuracy and more 

importantly, provide a better measure of certainty of the recognition decision. 

On the other hand, the combination of gestures will undoubtedly increase the 

amount of required processing; therefore, additional data preprocessing procedures 

and especially efficient dataset combining methods are already being investigated.  

 With the increasing amount of available Web and multimedia content, the need for 

personalized experience is of paramount importance. Personalization requires 

identification of users, which is the main motivation behind the presented research 

effort. Simple, intuitive and non-invasive identification approaches are the ones which 

will dominate future use of home, business, mobile and other multimedia devices and 

services. We see a strong potential for the system to succeed, due to it’s simplicity 

and it’s easy usage. 
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Abstract. Technologies in TV broadcasting are rapidly evolving, as also digital 
media technologies do. Within the scope of this paper, we discuss the applica-
tion of ambient media technologies in the domain of broadcasting. Ambient 
media are media that are embedded throughout the natural environment of the 
consumer and follow the trend towards a ubiquitous society. The trend towards 
converging media environments across devices as TV sets, PCs, smart mobile 
phones, intelligent gadgets, and tablets is unstoppable. Internet, broadcasting 
networks, and service ecosystems become more and more a single service 
space, rather than having strict boundaries between each medium. The work 
discusses the current state of utilizing ambient media, and attempts to envision 
the potential application scenarios of ambient media in the year 2016 in the 
wider field of TV broadcasting. The key issue for successfully deploying novel 
services in the area of TV is the creation of service eco-systems emphasizing 
consumer experience, social interaction, and interactivity. Our study regards the 
change of consumers’ life-styles and points broadcasters to possibilities how to 
gradually build up a new broadcasting ecosystem on various levels. To develop 
the vision of how to apply ambient media in the world of broadcasting, we ap-
plied various methods: consumer surveys, technology forecasting, expert inter-
views, and a thorough literature review. We outline a basic roadmap for the po-
tentials of ambient media in broadcasting in the year 2016. 

Keywords: Ambient media, broadcasting, system integration, smart media, 
consumer experience, TV, service eco-systems 

1 Introduction 

The convergence between TV and ambient media services – where the natural envi-
ronment becomes the medium for transmitting messages, information, and knowledge 
between the broadcaster and the audience – implies a re-thinking of the traditional 
way of broadcasting. One major change that is foreseen is the smart adaptation of the 
media to the consumers’ media consumption environment across a wide range of 
devices of the smart home, such as TV sets, PCs, smart phones, intelligent gadgets, 
tables, smart materials, garments, or even room lightening. The notion of content 
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becomes a notion of a plethora of audio-visual, haptic, or any other human perceptible 
‘entities’ as voice, video, text, haptic feedback, or other human sensory inputs. The 
transmission channel itself becomes an agglomeration of various distribution channels 
rather than remaining the currently existing typical broadcasting networks. The audi-
ence does not perceive the TV stream as single medium – the consumed media is a 
service eco-system actively reacting on implicit or explicit consumer interactions [1]. 

These trends are solely some general trends TV broadcasting is currently facing. 
Ambient media are an additional current trend that has impact on broadcasting ser-
vices. Within the scope of this publication we are discussing future trends of broad-
casting and the impact of ambient media on broadcasting environment. We provide a 
forecast for ambient media and their impact in broadcasting for the year 2016. 

 
1.1 Importance of Ambient Media in Broadcasting 

 
Figure 1. The relationship of Consumer and Broadcasting in Ambient Media 

Figure 1 illustrates the different stakeholders and the relationship between them in a 
typical broadcasting environment as well as the potential application areas for ambi-
ent media. In a typical broadcasting setting TV broadcasters provide content, value 
added services, and tag these with advertisements. The consumer can interact with the 
content or utilize payment schemes to get access to additional services. Depending on 
the actual settings, advanced payment modalities as e.g. for VoD services are possi-
ble. However, more and more emerging Internet service providers emerge on the 
market (e.g. Google TV) and take their share in the value-chain. This includes device 
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manufacturer, telecoms, new startups, or search engines. These changes are illustrated 
in the figure above very well. 

1.2 Methods for this Study 

The study performed within the scope of the industrial NELME project has been per-
formed based on expert interviews, technology forecasting, expert survey, and a thor-
ough literature research. The starting point of the study was based on several literature 
sources as e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11]. A modified version of Design Thinking [9, 10] was ap-
plied to develop a more visionary viewpoint towards broadcasting in the year 2016 in 
specific group works. Expert interviews, and technology forecasting was based on 
external experts from Finnish media and information technology industries, such as 
e.g. VTT, YLE, Metropolia, Sofia Digital, Hitmedia, and Jutel. The results have been 
published in a report [1].  

2 Today’s Usage of Ambient Media in Broadcasting 

 

Figure 2. Potentials of Ambient Media in Broadcasting 
 

2.1 Categorization of Ambient Media Application Scenarios 

As ambient media are a rather large field that contains many various fields of re-
search, the various application scenarios of ambient media in broadcasting have been 
categorized into the following five lines of investigation  [1]: 

 smart services, smart contents and smart spaces; 
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 broadcasting and producing for mobile phones; 
 ambient audience research, advertising, and merchandizing; 
 personal and living archives in digital environment; and 
 ambient pro-active systems, interaction, and content consumption. 

 
The categories compiled several tendencies and directions for the potential use of 
ambient media in broadcasting environments and are illustrated in Figure 2. 

2.2 Today’s Perspective of Applying Ambient Media in Broadcasting 

Figure 3 depicts an S-Curve model of the current status of ambient media in broad-
casting. It illustrates the hypes and maturity of technologies for the year 2012. It nice-
ly presents typical concepts in broadcasting as well as the potentials of ambient media 
in the upcoming years. Internet of things, mobile tagging, personal living archives, 
advertisement monitoring, x-screen concepts, digital signage, and social networks are 
clearly increasing and ‘hype’ today. However, from today’s viewpoint, their technical 
maturity is still developing towards mass availability. But they are still not on the 
peak of maturity, nor wide-spread between consumers from a broadcasters’ perspec-
tive. Mobile broadcasting platforms and electronic advertisements show increasing 
growth rates as per today, which is in contrast to other technologies as e.g. multimedia 
navigators and program guides which already exist on consumer markets and are 
mature technologies. They will be enriched by new advanced personalization features 
in the very near future, as underlying technologies still require additional research and 
development. 

 
Figure 3. Today’s View on the Technology Development of Ambient Media  

from a Broadcasters’ Perspective 
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3 Expert Survey 

3.1 Expert Survey Background  

In order to acquire more external opinions for potential tendencies of ambient media, 
a small-scale web-survey has been conducted. The goal of the survey was to solely 
pin-point to current tendencies, trends, and show current consumer demands. The 
survey can’t be seen as conclusive study, due to the rather small number of respond-
ents. Despite this fact, the survey brought quite a few new insights and potential pos-
sible developments of converging typical ambient media services with broadcasting 
services, as it has been targeted to experts in the field. 

The survey was sent to 93 people, with experience in the field of broadcasting. 32 
people responded to the survey. Thus, the response rate was approx. 35 %. The survey 
consisted of 45 questions, where 10 questions related to the background of partici-
pants, and 35 questions covered various topics and aspects of ambient media. Most of 
the participants aged 28-35 years (41.1%); 94.76% hold a MSc. or higher degree; and 
most had an academic background (34.4%). Around 25% of participants had experi-
ence in broadcasting; 45% have had more than 5 years of experience in research; and 
50% where professionals, manager, directors, or presidents in media industries. Note, 
that a large amount of respondents (63%) were working in R&D departments or re-
search organizations. 

3.2 Exemplary Survey Questions 

As already mentioned, the goal of the survey was to find out tendencies and direc-
tions, rather than obtain fully-conclusive answers. For a more conclusive survey, a 
larger participation rate would have been required. Nevertheless, the survey gives 
much insight into the potential direction of applying ambient media in the field of 
broadcasting. Table 1 shows three exemplary survey questions, and discusses the 
results. 
 

Question 1: Attitude of consumers to choose 
tablets rather than laptops or desktop PCs to 
enjoy broadcast content (in the year 2011 and 
2016) 

 73%  tend to disagree that individual consumers will 
choose tablets rather than laptops or desktop PCs in 
2011 

 68% people tend to agree that individual consumers will 
choose tablets rather than laptops or desktop PCs in 
2016 

 
Tendency towards a gradual increase of tablets on the 
market to enjoy broadcast content. PCs and laptops will 
lose market shares, but still remain major devices. 
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Question 2: Broadcasters and advertisers 
should recommend TV contents based on 
consumer preferences (in the year 2011 and 
2016) 

 59% tend to disagree that broadcasters and advertisers 
should recommend TV contents based on consumers' 
preferences in 2011 

 In 2016, 53% tend to agree that more and more person-
alized recommendations and content will reach the indi-
vidual consumer 

Tendency towards more personalized and individualized 
content offerings leading to more value-added consumer 
services and personalized advertising 

 

Question 3: Attitude whether new players 
have the chance to enter the media industry 
market (in the year 2011 and 2016) 

 67% tend to have the opinion that new players can enter 
the market in 2011  

 60% tend to believe that new players have the chance to 
enter the market in 2016 

Despite high entry barriers in broadcasting, the media 
industry market remains opened for new players on a stable 
basis 

 

Table 1. Three Exemplary Questions from the Expert Survey 

3.3 Discussion of Expert Survey Results in the Large Context 

The  expert  survey  was  part  of  a  wider  study  to  predict  the  development  of  ambient  
media in broadcasting until the year 2020, therefore the conducted survey can only be 
presented within the larger context of the study. The full study was based on methods 
such as expert interviews, technology forecasting, and brainstorming sessions. Within 
the scope of this section a few of the key-results of the expert survey in the context of 
the larger study are presented: 

 mobile platform technologies will grasp more market from traditional broadcasting 
and PC; 

 operation systems, middleware, and communication technology will become main 
concern; 

 multi-touch applications, new screens, multiple displays, and new interactive de-
vices are used to enhance consumer experience; 

 HD content will rise, although consumers have almost the equal preference for SD 
content genres; 
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 personalized content gains popularity, and location based content will become key-
element in broadcasting; 

 consumers accept mobile broadcasting services, and value added applications sup-
porting broadcast content on mobile phones and/or tablets; 

 advertisers start to use new media technology to launch new ways of advertise-
ments; 

 personal living archives and consumer contributed content are important issues for 
broadcasters; 

 efficient usage and business exploitation of broadcast archives is one major con-
cern for broadcasters; 

 broadcast station have more and more the possibility to exploit service ecosystems, 
or build their own new broadcast service centered ecosystems; 

 new players from outside traditional broadcasting will challenge the traditional 
way of broadcasting. 

4 Ambient Media in Broadcasting in the Year 2016 

Figure 4 presents the S-curve model for the usage of ambient media in broadcasting in 
the year 2016. Location based services, HD content, 3D content, personalized adver-
tisements, x-screen concepts, advanced advertisement monitoring, broadcasting eco-
systems, and Internet streaming services are predicted to be mature services and tech-
nologies. Personal living archives have passed their top of hype, and are on the way to 
be a mature technology; new market players outside the broadcast value-chain will be 
new threats for broadcasters; mobile device sales will have exceeded PC sales; and 
the Internet of Things will mature gradually. In research and development new dis-
play technologies, program formats, and new possibilities to make use of user-context 
information will be in focus. In the further sub-sections further key-trends are dis-
cussed. 

 
Figure 4. Technology Trends in 2016 from the Perspective of Utilizing  

Ambient Media in Broadcasting 
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4.1 Predicted Key Technology Changes 

The study resulted into the following key technology changes and predictions for the 
application of ambient media in broadcasting: 

 the main wave of mobile Internet will have been setup and established; 
 the market of tablet PCs and mobile phones keeps rapidly increasing; 
 sales of smart phones further increase, and the growth ratio exceeds laptops by far; 
 mobile tagging, and micropayments are gaining popularity; 
 IPTV increases popularity in mature markets, and shows high growth in emerging 

markets; 
 3D screens will gradually populate the living room environments; 
 TV middleware and operating systems become another competitive market, similar 

to current mobile phone systems; 
 multi-touch technologies enhance the consumer experience and input devices; 
 display technologies for TV will change and new types will emerge on the markets 

constantly; 
 multi-screen environments will extend the consumer experience and interaction 

capabilities; 
 near field communication, and short range communication are one additional 

communication channel; 
 technologies for smart integrated home environments, for exchanging content be-

tween devices and services are major part of the home environment; 
 next generation IPv6 services will be in large-scale use to overcome IPv4 re-

strictions; 
 networks for smart communication and service integration are shaping; 
 sensors recognizing the consumer environment are mashed-up within services; 
 increased application of sensor networks, data mash-ups, and context information. 

4.2 Predicted Changes related to Content 

The study resulted into the following major changes in terms of content development, 
consumption, and distribution: 

 Increased consumption and production rate of broadcasting content produced by 
individuals; 

 HD content will be a major content encoding format; 
 3D content especially produced for 3D screens will be on a trial, but still not main-

stream; 
 personal living archives allow consumers to save their personal content online and 

utilize content across consumers and broadcast services; 
 radio-podcasts and personalized streaming services are gaining popularity; 
 the integration of consumer data (e.g. usage data, location data) are integrated into 

service provisioning; 
 data-mash-ups from sensors, and invocation of contextual information in content 

presentation, distribution, and consumption; 
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 consumer location based information as standard data source for content; 
 wide spread application of broadcasting services on mobile platforms; 
 convergence of home multimedia systems as inevitable part for content distribution 

platforms. 

4.3 Service Changes and Developments 

The study resulted into the following major changes in terms of service development, 
consumption, and distribution: 

 convergence of social network sites searching and normal Internet searching; 
 homogenous competition between social network search, and Internet search com-

panies; 
 increased advertising preference for the mobile user, and shift of the advertisement 

budgets to mobile services; 
 increased personalized advertisements and consumer data mining; 
 increased use of electronic media and more efficient methods to monitor consumer 

reactions on advertisements (e.g. emotions, reach, behaviour); 
 3rd parties provide TV content, either consumers themselves by utilizing ‘out-of-

the-home’ recording facilities or new professional or semi-professional market 
players; 

 emergence of new forms of electronic programme guides, in form of multimedia 
navigators capable of accessing also Internet based services to guide the consumer; 

 prioritized real-time web-content, news discovery, and emergency information 
across distribution channel overriding other content; 

 direct feedback to broadcasters via consumer monitoring, mining, and social media 
interactivity beyond the current models; 

 public data centres are established for commercial and private use, eventually fol-
lowing initiatives to provide governmental data in a public domain way. 

4.4 Business Structure Changes and Developments 

The study resulted into the following major changes in terms of business structure and 
value-chain: 

 Internet providers, telecom operators, and independent content brokers or distribu-
tors are more and more a threat to traditional broadcasters; 

 broadcasters need to re-invent themselves to provide an eco-system of content and 
services to cope with these changes; 

 increasing amount of new non-traditional broadcasting houses will emerge as new 
market players, which leads to more competition and additional challenges for tra-
ditional broadcasters; 

 the model of apple online stores is a potential candidate for broadcast content dis-
tribution. 
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5 Conclusion 

This short work has briefly viewed the potential trends of ambient media in broadcast-
ing  of  the  year  2016.  It  provides  some prospects,  but  the  real  developments  are  still  
unknown and many surprises might be on the way. It is very exciting to have more 
time to verify these predictions, to wait them become true, or to continue refining 
within our study. Some of the signals already are becoming main trend - even today. 
But many new technologies are on the brink… 
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In Memory of Dr. Christian Küblbeck (1968 - 2011)  

Abstract. Ambient interface approaches utilising facial expression recognition 

technology seem to have great potential not only in their typical application 

areas like security, marketing or commerce. This paper discusses the use of the 

face detection and analysis software SHORE™ (Sophisticated High-speed Ob-

ject Recognition Engine) by the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits in 

Erlangen, Germany in a digital art-oriented context and introduces the concept 

of EDIS - Emotion-Driven Interactive Systems – in which gesture and emotion-

al expression replace the traditional mouse-keyboard-based interface and go be-

yond simple entertainment. 

Keywords: SHORE™, EDIS, Face Detection and Analysis, Emotion-Driven 

Interactive System, Ambient Interface, Digital Art 

1 Ambient Interfaces for Entertainment 

In the area of entertainment there are an increasing number of approaches which pro-

vide users with a new art of engagement through sophisticated system interaction 

concepts and manipulation possibilities. Nintendo Wii, for example, enables players 

to transfer real movements like swings or stabs onto their avatars’ movement on the 

screen; the Wii Remote contains more than one accelerometer, making it capable of 

sensing both the movement and the acceleration on multiple axes [1]. Microsoft with 

its Xbox went one step further and replaced the physical game controller with a cam-

era and depth sensor, aka Kinect. It enables the user to interact with the system 

through jumps and gestures. Kinect detects and tracks movement, registers spoken 

commands via built-in microphones, and virtually renders the player environment in 

games through its sophisticated video and depth sensor and signal processing [2]. 

Technology boosts the development of modern entertainment systems and the ever-

more new possibilities which arise out of its use are seemingly infinite. We can also 

observe a shift in the paradigm of interactive design in which the emotional experi-

ence becomes paramount.   
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It is often the case that technology is being “recycled” and becomes applicable in 

scenarios for which it was not intended. It then serves not only as an intermediary 

between humans and technical systems but can take on additional functions or even 

play the main role within a new setting. Modern art is one of the thrilling areas where 

technology is being explored as a means for the manipulation of digitally driven art 

environments and a channel for artistic expression, thus becoming artistic media itself 

or even intrinsically pieces of art.  

Art has been defined in the literature in a variety of ways. Definitions of art include 

expression, communication of emotions and ideas, provocation, experience, interac-

tion and subjective interpretation of the mind, among others. Art is often perceived as 

having no practical function other than serving aesthetics and stimulating the senses.  

Reinventing art in the digital age means primarily extending the impact and per-

ception of art through technology by providing digital communication channels which 

let us interact with and manipulate art, and also get technology-based responses. In 

such a case we can talk about human-art systems, where it is required of the art con-

sumer that he be active in the process of encountering art. These are often the experi-

ence and sensations, not the pieces of art themselves, which make the art arise. Tech-

nological systems begin to perform functions which go beyond what we call human-

machine interfaces. Perception is then much more than just an intermediary between 

the idea of the artist and its understanding by the recipient, as considered by Dewey 

[3].  

2 Biometrical Face Detection and Analysis with SHORE
TM

 

Today, digital artists offer different contexts on the computer systems to enable us to 

experience various forms of digital art [4]. Interactive installations make use of more 

and more sophisticated ambient media installations to generate extraordinary experi-

ences. In the past few years a considerable effort has been made towards the construc-

tion of biometric systems which recognise humans, human body movement and hu-

man emotions. Non-verbal human expression depends on a variety of factors. Some 

of them relate to evolutionary theory and have their roots in physical anthropology 

and ethnic identity; others are culturally patterned [5]. Most of the emotional expres-

sions depend on the context in which the emotion is expressed. Emotion recognition 

in human-computer interaction is thus a challenging task which requires sophisticated 

mathematical methods and numerical algorithms which implement models of human 

cognition and allow for the mimicking of the ability of the human brain to recognise 

and remember human faces as well as to recognise the human emotional condition 

based on human facial expression.  

The Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits in Erlangen, Germany, is investi-

gating algorithms, which allow for fast and reliable recognition of human faces and 

in-depth analysis of facial expressions based on human muscular activity captured 

with a simple camera. In 2001 they presented for the first time a technique that allows 

for the detection of human faces in front of an arbitrary background in real-time and 

to track them over a long time span [6]. The method is based on training based algo-
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rithms for robust detection where suitable face detection models are learned from a 

large database of face images. Within the last decade the algorithms have been con-

tinuously improved and extended [7,8,9,10]. The latest developments use a set of 

image features (oriented gradients, local binary patterns [11] and scaled versions of 

those features) and a so-called boosting approach for training. Thus, this approach is 

competitive with the state-of-the-art methods. Since 2005 research towards the in-

depth analysis of faces has been reinforced. The current solution can not only estimate 

a person’s mood (neutral, happy, sad, surprised, angry), but also estimate the age and 

gender of the computer user and identify and track the position and orientation of his 

or her face [12,13]. Most of these research efforts have found their way into the versa-

tile and powerful software SHORE
TM

 (Sophisticated High-speed Object Recognition 

Engine), available as C++ library for different platforms. The software is capable of 

tracking and analysing more than one face at a time in real-time with a very high ro-

bustness especially with respect to adverse lighting conditions. Another great benefit 

of the SHORE™ software is the enormous feature-richness with minimal hardware 

requirements: of course, it can be run on any standard PC hardware with a standard 

webcam attached. Moreover, the processing power of embedded devices such as 

smart phones is sufficient to allow real-time face detection and analysis with 

SHORE
TM

. 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Rotation parameters: Roll (tilting side to side),  

Pitch (tilting forward and backward) and Yaw (turning left and right) [20] 
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SHORE™ implements the following three Face Model Types: 

 Face.Front 

 Face.Rotated  

 Face.Profile 

For the “Face.Front” type, a model is used to detect and analyse upright frontal 

faces. Faces can be recognised only if Roll, Pitch and Yaw values are close to “0” 

(“frontal pose”).  

For the “Face.Rotated” type, a model is used that is able to detect -60 to +60 de-

gree in-plane rotated faces. For rotated face objects, the attribute Roll contains the in-

plane rotation. The Pitch and Yaw attributes have the value “0”.  

For the value “Face.Profile”, a model is used that is able to detect upright frontal 

and out-of-plane rotated faces. The Yaw attribute contains the out-of-plane rotation. 

In addition, the model also detects profiles that are pitched.  

Obviously the detection rate in the “Face.Front” mode is much higher than that of 

the other models and the false detection rate is respectively lower. 

3 Creative Ambient Media Approaches Utilising Facial 

Expression Recognition Technology 

A couple of interesting applications and installations exist which combine media with 

objects of daily use and elements of interactivity. “The ToneLadders”, a 2004 Euro-

prix Competition project [14] is a good example of how technology can be used to 

provide an audio-visual experience, using even domestic tools and turning them to 

expression tools and powerful controllers in the process of the creation of art. More 

recent projects like Heat Seeker implement the idea of using projected motion 

graphics visualizing content manipulation as a performance complement [15] and are 

tightly related to the VJing culture dealing with the synesthetic experience of vision 

controlled by sound [16].  

The SHORE™ software by the Fraunhofer Institute enables a new way of interac-

tion between humans and computers and opens up new perspectives for its art-

oriented usage. Controlling systems using mimics and emotions has not yet been 

thoroughly explored. And, as of early 2012, there still do not seem to be many appli-

cations which use the tracking of human emotions in a creative context. An interest-

ing creative ambient-media installation has been developed at the University of Ap-

plied Sciences in Hamburg. In small “rooms” - objects which users can put their 

heads into - LED lights were placed together with a webcam. Users’ mood (happi-

ness, sadness, anger and surprise) was tracked in these “rooms” using the SHORE™ 

software and then translated into light signals like pulsing, blinking and varying the 

brightness of the LED lights (Fig. 2.). 
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Fig. 2. Context Awareness – Affective Computing Project [17] 

 

The idea we had was to primarily connect the SHORE™ software to an external, 

visually rich environment in order to test the ability of the system to control visuals by 

means of tracked gestures and emotions [18]. For the development of a creative appli-

cation, hereinafter referenced as “EDIS”, using face expression as a controller Adobe 

Flash CS3 was used. Adobe Flash is a powerful, widely utilised development envi-

ronment integrating a modern object oriented ActionScript 3 scripting language, well 

suited for the creation of class-based, visually-rich applications as well as for data-

exchange [19]. The latest SHORE™ versions include an XML-based TCP/IP server 

functionality: SHORE™ is capable of sending XML data over a persistent TCP/IP 

network connection. TCP connections require a “server” and a “client”. Adobe Flash 

Player supports the client-side TCP sockets (as of 2012) and allows a Flash client 

application to connect to the server. For the creation of a persistent messaging inter-

face between SHORE™  and EDIS an ActionScript API XMLSocket was used which 

allows a Flash client application to connect to an XMLSocket server. TCP guarantees 

that any messages sent arrive in-time and in the correct order and makes it possible to 

realise a real-time environment for capturing emotions and gestures with SHORE™. 

One of the development challenges was to assure the synchronicity between 

SHORE™ and EDIS. The architecture of EDIS is shown in Fig. 3. The facial infor-

mation process flow as implemented in EDIS can be described as follows: 

1. User starts the EDIS application. 

2. EDIS application starts the SHORE™ software as a batch process. 

3. SHORE™ accesses webcam. 

4. SHORE™ initiates the face detection and analysis process. 

5. SHORE™ starts a TCP server and continuously transmits the tracked data to the 

server in XML format. 

6. EDIS application accesses the XML data over TCP, interprets it and performs re-

quired actions in real-time, as defined in the EDIS application. 
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Fig. 3. Facial information processing in EDIS using the SHORE™ software. 

 

Translation of emotional states and gestures into EDIS internal actions is actually a 

simple and straightforward task. Both the facial expression and gesture can be con-

nected to different parameters whose values trigger particular events within the appli-

cation. A smile (facial expression “happy”) can for example be used to change the 

colours of some visuals in a running video from blue to red; narrowed eyes, raised 

eyebrows and lip corners pulled down (facial expression “sad”) can be used to cause 

the exact opposite. SHORE™ delivers the tracked values within a range of 1- 100%. 

This can additionally be used by EDIS to control actions in a more sophisticated way. 

A problem poses basically the reasonable use of objects to be manipulated by facial 

expression with regard to the overall application performance as well as the choice of 

appropriate events which are best suited to ensure a robust and reliable interaction as 

well as facile application usability. Extensive tests with EDIS showed that the states 

“happy” and “surprised” are generally easier to handle by the system than “sad” and 

“angry”. The reason is that the former two emotions have a more stringent manifesta-

tion in facial expressions than the latter. Thus, they are well suited for control purpos-

es. Problems arise when the same emotional expression needs to be used to trigger 
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different events. For the sake of usability appropriate application guidance needs to be 

implemented to avoid user frustration. In some settings adequate lighting and head 

positioning may play a crucial role. 

 

 

Fig. 4. EDIS in use: emotional state used as an action trigger [18]. 

 

 “Pitch”, “Roll” and “Yaw” values delivered by SHORE™ can additionally be 

used as input variables for EDIS. In combination with facial expression a number of 

possibilities for the design of interaction become readily available: a user can for ex-

ample roll the head to navigate to some particular area on screen which serves as a 

menu point (tilting the head to control direction is a rather intuitive task) and then 

confirm his choice with a smile. Emotional expression serves as a button trigger in 

such a case (see Fig. 4).  

In EDIS different specialised programmes were designed and linked together 

through a navigation system [Fig. 5.]. Both the programmes and the navigation im-

plemented emotion and gesture-based interaction using SHORE™ [18]. The naviga-

tion system included the topics “Tutorial”, “Interactive Game”, “Creation” and 

“About”. Tutorial instructs the users on how to interact with the system. The topic 

“Interactive Game” enables users to explore a simple game environment. “About” 

contains information on the programme and also the credits. “Creation” is an area 

where a 360° panorama picture can be viewed and controlled with the user’s gestures 

and facial expression. Additionally, all the emotional states of the viewer are captured 

and translated to the facial expression of a cartoon monster. This not only raises the 

fun factor but serves as a monitoring function and helps the user to achieve the appro-

priate face mimic to best control the programme.  
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Fig. 5. Face recognition based navigation in EDIS realised with FLASH and SHORETM [18]. 

4 Summary 

In this paper a creative Emotion-Driven Interactive System (EDIS) was described 

which uses SHORE™ software by the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits in 

Erlangen, Germany in a digital art-oriented context. A number of different creative 

FLASH-based applications utilising SHORE™ were developed and successfully test-

ed. 

The latest EDIS version implements a sophisticated and unique approach to digital 

art - the interactive animation. The viewer is able to control the colour, position and 

movement of abstract elements on the screen and even create sounds using facial 

expressions and gestures.  

It is often the fascination for the unexpected in digital art which leads the user to 

interact with a digital system and to explore the perception of stimulating visuals, 

aesthetic strategies and ways of using technology. This way a completely new and 

captivating kind of human-machine communication becomes possible. Even more 

captivating is the use of digital art in areas perceived as “serious”, like medicine for 

example. Cross-area applications can benefit significantly from the ability to recog-

nise faces, determine their exact position in space and track emotions. It is imagi-

nable that the SHORE™ software could be used in therapies aimed at helping to re-

habilitate post-stroke patients. Many stroke patients experience difficulties moving 

their facial muscles, making facial expressions and speaking after a stroke difficult. 

Specific exercises designed employing SHORE™-based software might help them to 
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regain control and strength in these muscles. Since art has been proven to balance 

people’s lives physically, mentally and spiritually, it might also be interesting to uti-

lise EDIS in the area of psychological therapies. Psychological problems, such as 

depression and frustration are common post-stroke or post-disease disabilities. EDIS 

might help to alleviate the mental and emotional problems that result from these dis-

orders. Last but not least, EDIS can be used to help disabled people to control com-

puters with facial gestures in cases where movement, balance, and/or coordination of 

the rest of the body are impaired. 
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Abstract. Social media companies are famous for creating communities, or 

their companies for IPOs. However, social media are as well utilized in stock 

exchange trading and for product promotion of securities of financial 

investment companies. Especially stock exchange trading is many times based 

on sentiment, thus fast spreading rumors and news. Within the scope of this 

publication, we aim at an evaluation of potential methods and techniques for 

language based sentiment analysis for the purpose of stock exchange trading. 

Within the scope of this publication we evaluate a possible technique to obtain 

a technical indicator based on social media, which should support investment 

decisions. We present a basic experimental setup and try to describe the LUGO 

Sentiment Indicator as possible tool for supporting investment decisions based 

on a social media sentiment analysis. 

Keywords: sentiment analysis, sentiment indicators, stock exchange, securities, 

investment business information management. 

1 Introduction 

There exist many theories and models for describing the potentials of predicting the 

stock market behavior. Macroeconomic models in the 1950s, suggested a gradual 

move of the market in business cycles [12], but failed to support concrete stock 

exchange investment decisions. With the advent of the Efficient Market Theory 

(EMT) between the 50s and 60s, the believe that the current stock price fully includes 

the total market information and reacts rationally to changes was born ([10] and [9]). 

This theories where challenged in the 80s, when scholars contradicted these ideas. 

They underlined the importance to consider bubbles, anomalies, volatility, crashes, 

and reactions on new information, overreactions, and investor sentiment [13]. These 

theories led to the development of the Behavioral Finance Theory (BFT), which 

attempts to describe changes on the stock market through emotional changes and 

sentiment. With the advent of today’s social media, a new tool for the investigation of 

investor sentiment is available, and has already been experimented with. Examples 
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are StockTwits [19], or analysis of Twitter feeds [3]. 

    Within the scope of this research work, we especially focus on the development of 

a German language based sentiment indicator for the DAX 30 Performance Index. The 

basic experimental setting and the approach to develop the indicator is presented. The 

final result of the study shall be a LUGO Sentiment Indicator that shall support 

investors in their decision process. The indicator should fulfill the following 

requirements:  

 integration of suitable common indicator variables; 

 consideration of time-lag influences on investor sentiment; 

 adequate visualization of the indicator; 

 provision of a benchmarking & validation possibility; 

 basic components of the indicator should be a sentiment index, trend, and 

trend strength; 

 simple probabilistic model and  

 consideration of the sentiment seesaw (see [2]); 

 optionally support/resistance zones and ‘hot news’ shall be included. 

The indicator shall give insights into the stock exchange at least three (or 

eventually four) times per day: opening, midday, late, and optionally early. As results, 

the indicator should convey: sentiment [-1, 1]; trend (bear, bull, neutral); trend 

strength (in %); optionally resistance/support limits (in %); and optionally ‘hot news’. 

Based on this indicator, derivative indicators showing the changes of the indicator 

over time are suggested, similar to existing MACD, RSI, or CCI trading indicators. 

Within the scope of this publication, the basic concept of the indicator shall be 

outlined, and relevant research works evaluated. 

2 Related Work 

The goal of Sentiment Analysis1 of textual data is the extraction and aggregation of 

opinions, sentiments and attitudes held by document authors towards persons, events, 

or other topics discussed in the text. Algorithms typically use dictionaries of 

sentiment-indicating terms such as SentiWordNet ([8] and [1]). Machine learning 

algorithms that detect the relevant features of the text are also frequently used ([16], 

[21], and [22]). For a broad overview on Sentiment Analysis see [15], while the more 

recent developments are summarized in [20]. 

    The easy availability of texts from social media has inspired a lot of research in 

sentiment analysis, especially as this data tends to reflect current events with a very 

short delay. Texts from social media such as Twitter and blogs has been used to 

predict global social trends (see [6] and [7]), stock market indicators (see 

[11],[4],[23],[24], and others), product sales [14], and asset value [23]. 

Other relevant works include sentiment analysis of the stock exchange, as e.g. [2]. 

A description of a set of indicators for sentiment analysis can be found in in [25]. 

Sentiment proxies are described in [2]. Benchmarking of social media sentiment 

indicators is addressed in [18] and [5]. 

                                                           
1 The term Opinion Mining is often used interchangeably.  
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3 Experiment Description and Architecture 

3.1.  Data Sources 

The main data sources of the experiment are broker house newsletters, RSS market 

feeds, and stock exchange data. Traditionally broker houses publish a daily or bi-daily 

newsletter about the possible development of the DAX 30 performance index during 

this particular day. It shall support private investors in their decision making, and 

guide him through the complex process. Mostly these newsletters contain: general 

trend for the day (e.g. bear, bull, neutral); intraday resistance and support levels; 

textual description of the past behavior; textual description about the future behavior 

(mid-term, and intraday description); and charts illustrating the developments. We 

aim at the following basic requirements for data acquisition: 

 data sources should be in German language; 

 weighting of data sources according the reliability of the source; 

 utilization of solely public and free available data sources; 

 recording of a large enough textual test data-set for a representative analysis; 

3.2.  General Architecture 

The idea of the experimental setup is depicted in Figure 1. The idea is to mash-up 

stock exchange data and obtain a sentiment indicator that should support investors in 

their decision making process. The aim is to obtain a real-time indicator, nevertheless 

an indicator that is calculated at open, mid-day, and close seems to be sufficient to 

assist in investment decisions. The indicator should consist of: 

 sentiment index: numerical value representing the current market sentiment 

based on a set of variables; 

 market trend and trend strength: trend direction (neutral, bullish, bearish) of 

the market, as well as the strength of the trend; 

 resistance/support levels: optionally, the indicator should give insights into 

resistance and support zones for trading, to identify buying/selling levels. 

 The core of the system is a textual sentiment analysis component, which is mining 

textual input such as broker newsletters, RSS feeds, or other relevant news on market 

sentiment. This component is described in further depth at a later stage of this 

publication, but its main functionality is sentiment score aggregation and validation. 

Optionally we attempt to implement a textual mining block, which shall mine the 

textual inputs for hot news or resistance/support zones, which is contained in the 

textual input materials. 

 The second important architectural block is the sentiment aggregator, and its 

underlying sentiment model. The sentiment aggregator combines sentiment relevant 

indicators to a sentiment index based on a probabilistic model. Sentiment relevant 

indicators include macroeconomic data (e.g. consumer sentiment), implicit sentiment 

indicators (e.g. call/put ratio), explicit sentiment indicators (e.g. sentiment 

questioners), and technical indicators (e.g. volatility). The ideal mix of indicators is 

currently under investigation. The functionality of the sentiment aggregator is the 
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calculation of the sentiment index; trend and trend strength; and the provision of 

other insights such as resistance/support and hot market news. However, the latter 

two are only optional in our current considerations. 

 

 
Figure 1. General description of the system architecture. 

3.3.  Goals of the Experiment 

The experiment is divided into various different sub-goals. The goals that we are 

aiming at are: 

1. statistical testing of the validity of daily newsletters provided by brokers: 

testing of the validity of daily trend descriptions of newsletters pushed to 

social media platforms from broker houses for the calendar year 2011 about 

this day’s DAX 30 performance; 

2. selection, testing, and benchmarking of suitable common indicators: 

selection of a set of indicators suitable for sentiment aggregation (yet not 

including the textual sentiment analysis) and creation of a sentiment model 

based on literature review and conducted experiments with common 

sentiment indicators (e.g. volatility); 

3. textual sentiment analysis implementation: development of a textual 

sentiment indicator, dictionary, and test data set recording. Testing and 
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benchmarking the sentiment indicator on pre-recorded textual RSS news 

data-sets. Benchmarking of the indicator against a common sentiment 

indicator, and other available market data; 

4. sentiment aggregator development: implementation of the sentiment 

aggregator, which combines textual sentiment analysis, common sentiment 

indicators, and other technical indicators; 

 

4 Textual Sentiment Analysis of Social Media 

To detect the sentiment of the market as described by market observers we use 

techniques from textual sentiment analysis. The input is a collection of texts such as 

newsletters, blog or forum posts, or news articles published before the start of trading. 

The result is a real value      
            that captures the sentiment of the document 

collection. A value of    means that the sentiment indicates a downward turn (bear 

market), and a value of    an upward turn (bull market). 

4.1.  Goals of the Experiment 

 
 

Figure 2. Architecture of the textual sentiment analysis component. 

 

The textual sentiment analysis component consists of several steps which are 

described here in more detail (see also Figure 2). Many of these steps are typical for 

tasks in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and many high-quality libraries are 

freely available. 

      First the documents are pre-processed by stripping all irrelevant text, such as 

HTML boilerplate on web pages and standard headers and footers in newsletters. The 

text is then split it into sentences and tokens. As one of the languages we analyze 

(German) is a highly inflected language, we need to use stemming to remove all non-

semantic prefixes and suffixes. 

    The sentiment analysis starts at occurrences of terms from a dictionary of words 

that typically express a positive or negative sentiment (sentiment indicator terms, 

SITs). Each such term is associated with its sentiment polarity (      for 

positive/negative terms). Examples of SITs are “crash” (  ), “bear market” (  ), or 

“rising” (  ). We used a dictionary based on SentiWordNet [1], one of the largest 

freely available resources of sentiment indicator terms. However, because many terms 
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typical for financial texts are missing from SentiWordNet, we augment the dictionary 

with terms we found in our data. We use a machine learning approach to incorporate 

modifications of a SIT through its local context such as negation, valence shifts [17], 

or conditional clauses into a contextual sentiment score for each sentence. Each 

sentence is classified using a Support Vector Machine (SVM). The output is a 

contextual sentiment score for each sentence. We aggregate the sentence scores      of 

a document   into a document score    calculating the average:      
   ∑       

 

   

 . Finally, we aggregate the document scores of a day to get the global textual 

sentiment       
  for day   using a weighted average      

   ∑        ∑   
 
    

 

   
  

with weights    for individual documents to give documents created by professional 

market observers more weight than blog and forum posts, as they typically represent 

the market sentiment more correctly. 

4.2.  Evaluation 

Typically the quality of the sentiment analysis is evaluated using a collection of 

documents (gold standard dataset) for which domain experts have provided the 

correct interpretation (positive/negative sentiment) by comparing the results of the 

algorithm with the labels provided by the experts. A different method is to measure 

the predictive value of the algorithm by correlating the extracted sentiment with the 

external indicators that we ultimately want to predict. 

The advantage of the first method is that it directly measures the quality of the 

algorithm and allows easier iterative improvement as the algorithm. However, the 

creation of the gold standard dataset is very labor intensive and the labels provided 

are heavily biased towards the experts we chose (typically less than 70% agreement 

on labels provided by different domain experts). For these reasons and because no 

standard dataset for our domain exists, we will evaluate our algorithm using the 

second method and measure the quality of our algorithm by counting how often the 

predicted sentiment of the DAX30 corresponds to the actual development of that 

index. 

5 Conclusions 

Currently this work is still in progress, and we are preparing the data sets to perform a 

basic analysis. The resulting indicator can be solely one more indicator that is able to 

describe the happenings at the market, and is one additional parameter that influences 

the decision of an investor. One conclusion is already clear – the stock exchange is 

still not predicable, and social media will also not be able to predict the market! 

Social media will only be one new tool to assist investors in their decision making 

process. 
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